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Holland City News.
5

YOL. VIL-NO.

HOLLAND,

24.

Livirv ibA Sill SUbiit.

ihe Itottand
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

mmm •

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Officeof Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
street, near Market.

IN

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK,

DOESBURG, Editor and

er

r\IJKEMA J.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

&> C. Wagon and Blacksmith
Shop. Horseshoeing and all kinds of repairdone. Eighth Street afew doors west of River.
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ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents ing
for ilrsi insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
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IkUTKAU & VAN ZoKRKN, New Meat Mar-

13

00
00

ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds ol sausages constantly on hand.

00
00

ITUITE, J.,

green ...................
2 00
beach, dry ................
2 00
•• green ................1 75
Hemlock Bark ....................
®4 00
is, pork, white oak, ............. ®10 00
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 25
Stave bolts, hardwood ...................
3(H)
Railroad tics ...............................
10
Shingles, A $1 m... ......... ........ \...® 2 00

Arrive

1878.
Leave

in.

1.05 a.

“

11/
f

ALS11, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug

v

8th street.

LJ
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Fillmore,
Allegan,
D. P.
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necessity, and discharged the prisoners.

the riding
90

punish a

27
60

15

00

A

PhJtopiphar.
I

T1GG1NS. B.

XI

lery

P.

the leading Photographer.Gal-

oppositethis

gentleman, it

Sildlen.

ZAUPELL, U., Mannfacturerok and dealer \u
Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;

Eighth street.

HARRINGTON.

X

Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No.

show you

that Green’s and

J.

Exchange.

Banking

Hair cutting, shf
hair-dyeing, etc., done at reu
ber
door to the Clt
14-ly
and Shoes.

OSLIN & BREYMAN, Watchmakers. Jewelers,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-

I. 0. of o. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening

T)EA(/'H BRO’8, Commission Merchants,
13 dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. I
est market price paid for wheat. OtHci in 1

Dentist.

p EE, D.
VJ flee oi
f

Shoe store.

I^UUGUaON, B.

R. Dental Surgeon. Perfon
-T all operationsappertaining to Dentistry
the best style of the art. Office, over B. P Higgli
Art Gallery.
Drags and Xedlclnes.

If
Call

»»uu

fumerles. River street.

Ton Intend
at

the Drug

ami examine
in Drags, Medl•

farnlturs.

Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
Oinsral Dialers.

ATAN PUTTEN G„

McM

Shaftcr,

one of the

greatest

materially improve. That Mr. Bhafter
this

commendable object in view

bad

is not at

General Dealers, in
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and C
Fbnr, Provisions, etc.; River st.

those parts of our state inflicted land owners. In such an event, millions

with partial success,tried covering his heavy landowners,and therein shows
limbs with varnish on retiring at night, good sense.— San Francisco Chronicle.

reach every town on the Western
Continent and not a Druggist hut will tell
you of its wonderful cures. You can buy
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents. Three
doses will relieve you.

and had captured forty-three. Another
paper now gives the experienceof a gentleman ot its town who placed a plate of

---

Every lady should get
25 cents at

a Dress Lift for

love to congregate, drove a little stake

Bucklin’ 8 Arnica Salve.

the middle of the plate.

The

We

fleas, true

called Jeff Davis a political Bour-

bon recently, but he deserves

The
says, he

an unhanged traitor.

on as

eacli side, and then fastened a sheet of

HARRINGTON.

to their instinct to

The

best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter, white, began to

sunsliine of perlect health.

The

moke

for everything

Freighting and Rafting on the Rhine.

physical

he truthfully

to

be

called

reflectiouthat,
"represents no

one”— for he himself Is a nobody— is
that saves

him from becoming a

all

fit object

to Paint,

The
Try Johnston'sSarsaparilla the

Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors.
mixed

the

market. '

best in

of

tf

be ap-

cheap.

•

until 4 p.

full supply

of sewing machine

needles for all machines.

the next Presidentialeleclioo on the oid

empty war
present

cries to the neglect of every

and

pressing question of state

policy affecting the material and moral
prosperity of the whole country. It

is

not

only foolish but hurtful for the South to
give Davis a chance to utter in public his
treasonable stuff.— AT. Y. Evening Post.

Those newspapers which

are too proud

or too obstinate to retract any unjnst or

improper language which they have admitted to their columns, shonld profit
the example of an exchange,

which

by

gives

m.

L. E. BEST, M. D.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.

a number bis paper to the office and point out
work slowly up oflendiog line, the editor will take
strong current, though some of sUsors and cut it out for him.” . .

freight boats take in tow

small steamers, and

against the

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
plied by any person. Sample cards free. settled in the Holland colony, offers his
White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes,&c., services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
coucheur to the public at large, and
very
5-18w
whereas he pays particular attentionto
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
Mr. E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash concluded to stop at the City Hotel, io the
Store man wishes to inform the Ladies of City ot Holland, on Saturdayof each week,
. this city and vicinity that he will keep on where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.

hand a

is a

the
his

them are very powerfullboats. la addi-

NOTICE.

ready for the

can

of the public rage.

Best White Lime only $1.00 per barrel directly under my window, and some of notice as follows: “If any subscriber finds
the passenger boats are like our river a line in bis paper that he does not like
at
E. J. HARRINGTON’S. steamers, such as the Samuel J. Pentz. and cannot agree with, if be will bring

of Heber Walsh,

brush, sold by the gallon, and

iness.

V

Store

tiie

. These paints are

WA

in

miseries of the human frame need no
The trade of the Rhine is immense, as
longer be endured. Dr. King's Califormay
be Judged from the fact that there is
nia Oolden Compound, for Dyspepsia,Conof each week
stipation,Sick Headache,Coming up of a railroad on both banks of it, and there
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
Food, Jaundice,Liver Complaint, Bilious,
W. Butkau, N. G.
is a succession of trains all the time passness, General Debility,Drowsinessand
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
ing
over them, either of freight or passLow Spirits.This wonderful remedy will
pceitively cure, and that where every other engers. A train with forty-two box cars
F. It A. M.
remedy has failed. To prove that this
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodoei wonderful remedy will do all we claim for has this moment passed down the road
No. 191. F. & A. M., will he held at Masonic Hall,
on the opposite side, while a passenger
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,Angust it you are presentedwith a trial bottle free
7, at 7# o’clock, sharp.
ofcoet, by which you will readily perceive train has just arrived in front of our
David Bertsch, W. M.
its wonderful curative qualities, and which hotel. They are moving to and fro all the
0. Breyman, Sec' i/.
will show you what a regular one dollar time, and the same activity is observed
size bottle will do. For sale by Heber
among the passenger and freight steamers
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
on the river. They are all the time passing
special

Commission Uershant.

»

-

--

E.

Boots a uc
Eighth street.

rAN PUTTEN, W.N., Dealer

Land-Holiinf in California.

That he is impotent
good
ground
for public indifference.
ket aud Eighth Street.
jump against the paper
What he has said, however, will no doubt
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and and to slip down into the molasses,from
be employed in the effort to fan old pasall kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
which they were unable to extricate them^ocictiw.
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
sions into new life, and the silly talk about
selves.
The scheme was a success. The
in every case or money rclunded. Price
“rallying under the old flag” will be beard
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber fleas were thinned out. “Now,” says the
louder than ever. If the North could be
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
U. S. of I.
paper, "if it was some enterprisingYanmade to believe that this political dotard
HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of
kee who had made this discovery,he
Industry,meets at their Hull over, Kruisenga’s
who tried to ruo away from Union soldAccomplished at Last.
Store, every Thursday evening.
would apply for a patent and make a foriers in the disguise of a woman repreVisiting brothers cordiallyinvited.
The grand climax of success is at last tune out of \i.u— Savannah (Oa.) Neici.
A. McDonald, President.
sented the sentimentsof the people of the
achieved. The poor rejoice, the sick
D. Van Bruqoen, R. 8.
arise and walk, the rich bask in the bright
Bouthern States,it would be easy to carry
T

ROOT,
barber.
UYE shampooning,
shop next

&

would attend
he had been

writing paper in a vertical position over

fj

Barkers.

sv/isav/c^

Lake Tribune.

witli fleas,

Witchei and Jewelry.

street.

M.1M.

is safe to say,

\\\W.— Correspondence Salt

No

many novel and ingenious de- of acres of lands at present held in large
Complaint, or Dyspepsia, with all its misvices have been resorted to as a means of tracts would be forced into the market and
erable effects, such as sick headache, palpitation of the heart, sour stomach, habit- getting rid of the pest. We published a cause a shrinkage. Mr. Bhafter wants to
ual costiveness, dizziness of the head, ner- few days ago that a Cuthbert man had, get into the market ahead of the other

E. J.

Agent. Ulftci
Eighth street.

JJ

he might

molasses under a house where the animals

J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Suufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

River street.

TTEROLD,

woi m resisting the attack vigorously.The
em- wounded ants meeting companions, re-

and the soul is attuned to reflection and
meditation.Is it, or is not, a work, of
charity to fit a man in this wise for the

August Flower will cure you of Liver

---

'PE ROLLER, G.
H., Alt

Boots

re-

tired from the conflictbadly wounded, the

On

An

Tobacco aud Cigars.

•ouable rates.
Hotel.

lias from

argued, might

church on Sunday unless

vous prostration, low spirits, &c. Its sales

office.

Notary Public; River street.

L.

which

therefore allowableon Sunday,

GENT,

-

E. J.

•

R. A. City Pnysiclun. Office at IL
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

O

Attorneys.

G

fer that

word “necessity,”he

CULLOCH

V

I

man

another, on a green worm, and each

habit become the necessity of a city?” The

CHICAGO and MICHIGAN LAKE CHOSE
R-A.IIiRO.A.X),

ing will soon

Receiver,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

V AN PUTTEN JACOB,

in carriages. witnessedan attack of four ants, one after

QCHOUTEN,

CLAY,

ml

and

15

1

Banking

in streetcars

“Is it the spirit of the law,” he asked, “to

have made even a stonger decision.

S., Physician and Surgeon;

Uiwtovi}.

A

One of those ants weighing only onefourth of a grain, trey, can draw four

Many things, he explained,are necessities grains, or sixteen times its own weight,
now, which once were easily dispensed with apparent case. As a warrior, its
with; the consumption of ice, for example courage is wonderful.The other day I

now

rpEN EYCK,

is an act of

45
15

50
40
50
40

Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
K. It. and L. S. & M. S. for Plain well, Kalamazoo. Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., &c.

AL

the many curiositiesof Utah,

many

1.

VfC BRIDE, P.

Among

is

either of necessity or of charity. the red and black ant are excelled by none.

The police justice held that it

office

I f C

No. 3. No. 1,
p. m.
a. m.

Muskegon,
Ferryanurg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon.

15
41
30

anybody his act

Utah Anti.

MATRAU,

-

AX

STATIONS.

Correspondence of Baltimore American.

all likely. He probably deserves credit
Undeniable Truth.
TH08., Physicianand Surgeon.
You deserve to suffer, and if you lead privileges and duties of the sanctuary?— for nothing more than business sagacity
having permautiy located iu .Holland,can
and foresight. Ho evidently reads the
he (ouud at vVin. Van Putten’s Drug Store. Culls a miserable, unsatisfactory
life in this
made in city and country day or night. Acute beautifulworld, it is entirely your own A*. Y. Evening Poet.
signs of the times aright, and thinks that
and Chronic diseases successfullytreated.Consulfault and there is only one excuse for you,
tation free.
14-4w
it is not unlikely that a Constitution will
A Trap for Georgia Fleas.
—your unreasonableprejudice and skeptibe framed which will impose the burden
Y| ORRIS, S. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office, cism, which has killed thousands. PersonIvXat resii.euce,on Twelith st., and ut H. Walsh’s
Necessity
is
the
mother
of
invention,
of
taxation equally upon the poor and rich
al knowledge and common sense reasonDrug Store.

15, 1878.

Ooing Soath.

No. 2.
p. m.

about eight days.— Editorial

in

lb

FREIGHT AND TICKET

at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi.
* M. L. S. K. R. crossing.

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road-

4,

them from the Upper Rhine

Cologne

to

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

r EDEBOER, F,

p. m.#
8 00
7 25
7 15
6 30
& 35
5 07
3 55

cur-

rent will carry

J.

J3

timl.

No.

these

1h

±J

Ssl&g North.

a barber shaves

an act

Physician!

• Mixed trains,
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
; Daily except Saturday.
Mondays only.

Taken Effect, 7 uesday, Jan.

of

The

Sells Tickets to principal points In the United shaved on the morning of that day; but
Sta'es and Canada. Through bills oi Lading issued
land absorbers in California, has signified
a gentleman is simply unable to
and rates given for Height to all points east and
his intentionto dispose of his immense
A NNIS. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite west. Information as to routes aud connections
shave himself without the shedding of
ix. 8. W. cor. Pubilb Square.
for travellers,and rates of freightfor shippers,
tract in Marin county in small sections.
checrfmlyfurnished at the
blood, the ebullition of temper, and the
IJEST, R. B. * L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
The benefits resulting from such a course
provocation to hasty and objectionable
Officeat their residence, Overysel, Mich.
cannot be overestimated,and if other land7-1 v
terms of reproach upon himself, his strop
F EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
owners would follow Bhafter’s example,
the other hand, when
corner Eleventh aud River street opposite
Eastern Salt at $1.80 per barrel and at or his razor.
the general welfare of Californiawould
public square.
in the barber’s chair, the spirits are soothed
wholesalefor $1.25 per barrel at

“

t

Several

®

IJU3T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public ami Conveyancer; Collections made in Hollandand vicinity.

Store.

m.

12.15
5.10
* 11 00 a. m.
3 25 p. m. J 9.45
2.40

J

when

ton

^100

L

5.25 a. rn.
3.35 p.m.

9.25

New Buffalo
Chicago.

“

H. C.

a.

Muskegon, Penlwaler
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.

mark.

“

1

Holland. Holland,
| 1.15 a.
11.55
m. f 5.15
J 9 35 p. in. 3.30 p.m.

Rapids.
“
“ “
“
m.
“ “& l p.m.

Grand

or private

have passed down to-day.

Bariev, $ 100 1b ................... 100
Middling, $U0O tt>
1 10
Klonr. #100 ID .....................
2 63
Pearl Burley, # 100 lb ..............3 00
4 00

“

at

rafts

..................... 18 00
.....................100 brace “such things as we now recognise ported their troubles, and soon seven ants
.................
by habit or usage to be essential to the were seen advancing in a line of battle on
well being of society.” Moreover a bar- his wormship, when a bard battle took
ber’s shop, where men attend to the re- place. The worm made frantic efforts to
Meats, Etc.
quirements of cleanliness,may he as nec- relieve himself, but ail in vain. In one
TJEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDealerin Beef, dressed per ................... 4 ® 5
*•
34® 4
LI Agricultural Implements ; commission agent Pork,
essary in some instances as a drug-shop. minute from the time of the attack, the
Lard .................
8 @
for Mowing Machines * cor. 10th & River street.
Smoked Meat ......................... (610
For myself,” he said in conclusion, “I worm was lifeless, the ants still holding to
** Ham ............................
® 6
OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN* CO., Proprietors
cannot feel that the use of a barber’s shop him. I placed them in water, wheu to all
Shoulders ..................... ® 6
of Flagger ATtllt; (Steam Saw and Flour
Tallow, per lb ..........................®fi
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
for purposesof cleanliness is in spirit a appearancesthey became lifeless, but still
Turkt-ys. “ .......................... 9 ®10
ITKRBEEK, H. W.. * CO., Proprietorsof the Chickens, dressed per lb ................ B ® 7
violation of the Lord’s day.” If the held their grip on Hie worm, I then
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildpolice justice had chosen the alternative placed them in the warm rays of the sun
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
mentionedin the statute, and had held for ten minutes, when they were all right
Notary Public!
that shaving is a work of charity, and again and hauled their victim off to their

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

4

.........

$ ®
25®

Feed,

$ail Roads.

Train*.

ordinary business on Sundays except in

............40

U

1,

or other person whatever” shall pusue his

name

.'

An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote TEEMING, W. U., Manufacturerof Plows, By
improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sigregularkalamazoo, Plow aud warrant them, at
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
tST" All advertisingbills collectable quarterly. points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

Taken Effect,Tuesday Jan.

“tradesman, artificer,workman, laborer

“

*
*
*

50
®

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitoutcharge for subscribers.

vio-

the question for decision was whether

V

annum,

were brought before him charged with

lating the law which ordains that no

accused men pleaded guilty to the charge,

Grain, Feed, Etc.
ITAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Wheat, white ^ bushel ...... new
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Corn, shelled bushel
and twine; 8th street.
Oats, $ bushel ....................
Buckwheat, $ bushel ............
Bran, $ ton .......................
Umfsctoriei,Xtlli, Shops, Stc.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per

Dealer in all kinds of meats and
vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

Oil

00

cut at inaccessible points and thrown down

Wood, Staves, Eto,

“

Next Narkati.

months.

336.

coses of necessity or charity , and as the

Wigoanaken a&i BUckmithi.

One square of

3 M.

i'66
85
2 00

of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

Square ...............

8
16
8
15

rpEN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer In all kinds of Liquors,
1. Beer, Cidar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keep-

71SU8 Of 8UBSCBIFTI0N:— 12.00 perjiariB idmce.

1

w®®

Liquor Dealeri.

Publisher.

NO.

declivitiesto the beds of mountain streams
A Georgia police justice has just de- where it awaits the spring floods, and is
cided a case whoso bearings have more floated out and gathered up for market,
than a local significance.Seven barbers
each log being branded with the owner’s

.$
. Lbo

\TIBBELINK, J.

mmi

•

parfettis.

Produce, Eto.

cl&ss

WHOLE

27, 1878.

Shaving on Sunday.

Out

l)OONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 andbarnon Market street.Everythingflrit-

a weeklyTewspaper,

0. J.

MICH., SATURDAY, JULY

I

tion

to this a large

number of

rafts, from

five hundred to eight hundred feet long,

On

the Fourth a native

American was

upbraiding a naturalized German

for cele-

are constantly floating down. There are brating tbe day so enthusiastically. The
generally a great many

men upon them, German replied: “You, sir are an Amer-

they being the property of a number of ican from necessity; I am one from choice.

owners, who thus join together, make a And besides, sir, when yon came into the
raft, and float their lumber to Cologne, country,you hadn’t a stitch of clothing to
where they

The

sell it

and divide the proceeds. your back, while

lam ber comes from tbe mountains

the Upper Rhine

and

its

1

was comfortablyclad.”

on The American has been

tributaries. It is

ever siuce.

thinking about

it

-J

convertingthe Indians to that faith, and that and Mr. Wallace, of England,took place at
AFTER
TREATY.
the savages, upon being taken into the Endow- London last week. The terms were to shoot
ment Temple, are sworn to become the allies at 100 birds for $100 a side and a silver oup.
of the Latter-Day Saints.
The match resultedin a draw, each man kill- The Dlimembeiment of the Turkish Empire.
ing ninety-sevenbirds.
. .Gortsch&koffhas rePOLITICAL
turned to St. Petersburgto thwart the intrigues
At
the
beginning of the Tnrko-RnsThe Democratic State Convention of which are on foot for his retirementand the
sian war, in April, 1877, says the Inter
Colorado nominated W. A. H. Lovelandfor promotion of Schouvaloff.

THE

:c®S.

.

HOLLAND

CITY,

MICHIGAN.

and increase its intelligenceand justice
and force that ignorant and weak men
will not want your journal, and only the
worthy and honorable will deserve it,
between you and ns the profession of
journalism will go on in noble improvement, bettering that growth and increasing the security of liberty in your
country. —A ddress before the Ohio EdHartal Association, , ^
w

Ocean. Turkey in Europe, including
Roumania, Servia
Liberals in the English Parliament is outlined and Montenegro, extended from the
WEEKLII
REVIEW. The Republican nomination for Con- in the cable dispatches. The plan is to attack river Pruth and the Carpathian mountains
gress in the Toledo (Ohio) district has been the Ministryupon the policy of neglectand in- on the north to Greece and the jEgean
THE EAST.
declined by Charles Foster,who has concluded difference pursued toward the Greeks by En- sea on the south, and from the Black
Russian Tactics.
gland in the congress,as well as to criticise
Several deaths from yellow fever to stand for re-election in nis own district
sea on the east to the Adriatic sea on
The Russians are copying Prussian
The Republican State Central Com- the terms and liabilities upon which the the west. The territory under the
have occurred in the Brooklyn navy yard.
.
acquisition of Cyprps was secured,upon the
tactics in their main feature of company
E. J. Oakley,the absoohding cashier of the mittees of Alabama, Arkansas, and North Car- ground tjiatj gray® reapoDHibilitiei have been direct government of the Sultan was
wlumhs
4^nd^. flringijine.
‘ Merchante’ Exchange National Bade, of New olina have met and formallyresolvedthat it is incarredwithout the previous Knowledge of 132,340 miles in extent; including
Their fighting formation is a line of
York, after eluding the vigilance of the au- inexpedient to nominate State tickets at the Parliament in the undefined engagementsrela- tributary states, the extent of the terrigroups of skirmishers,four men in each
tive to a better administration of the Asiatic
thoritiea for several years, has at last been present time,
.In the Texas Democratic Contory was 197,000 square miles.
group, with supports and reserves;and
arrested. ' His defalcationamounted to 1300.- vention, which met at Austin,there were 1,500 provinces. While Disraeliis quite certain to
Turkey in Asia measured 664,000 such a line may be extended till the
000.... W. P. Tilton,iron dealer, New York, delegates, and it required a two-thirdsvote to carry the day in both houses, it will not be
without receiving some hard knocks in the square miles in extent, and Turkey in
has failed for 1470,000.
nominate.There were two prominent candidates
gioups reach the limit of forty paces
course of the fray.
Africa, including Egypt, 1,039,000
John G. Tappan, treasurer of the before the convention for Governor—Hubbard
apart, or closed to not less than six paces
and Throckmorton. After balloting for nearly
Ax the anniversary of the establish- square miles. Among the principal apart; and the parts of such a line need
Boston BeltingCompany, is short in his aca week without effecting a nomination, a comislands of the empire were Candia, or
not be uniform, but so varied as to adapt
counts upward of a million dollars. In conse- promise was effected and the “dark horse” ment of the Liberal Association in London,
quence of this little“irregularity,”
the corpo- c&me in, in the shape of A. M. Roberts,Chief Mr. Gladstone made a long speech, in which Crete, with an area of 3,300 square the troops to the features of the ground.
ration has collapsed.
Jostice of the Stito Supremo Court, who was he begged to decline resutning the miles; Samos, with an area of 250 This skirmish line is always followedby
chosen by acclamation.', ..The State Con- leadership of the Liberal party. He square miles ; Cyprus, with a length of part of the same company, unless the
THE WEST.
vention of the National Greenback powerfully attacked • the manner in 148 miles and a width of forty, and
whole company is extended, as support.
Some idea of the fearful weather that party of Ohio was held at Columbus, which the people had lately been govRhodes, 420 square miles in extent. When the whole company is extended,
erned.
No
despotic
Government
in
Europe
has prevailed in 8t Louis lately may bo gained Ohio, on the 23d of July, about 250 delegates
would have dared to do what the Cabinet had Crete is south of Greece, in the Medit
from the statement that 159 people of that un- being present. Robert Shilling, of Cleveland, done— acceptingsuch responsibilities unknown erranean, and Cyprus just off the coast other companies of the same battalion
presided.The followingState ticket was nomiform the supports. In attacking,few
fortunatecity died of sunstroke in a period of nated : Secretaryof State, Andrew Roy, Jack- to the people. He criticisedthe treatv of Ber- of Syria in the Mediterranean.The
skirmishersare extended at first, which
seven days.
son county; Judge of the Supreme Court, Chil- lin, whereby England consented to replace un- other islands are in the jlCgean sea or
are gradually reinforced to requisite
der
the
despotic
nilo
of
Russia,
Bessarabia,
A sad accidenthappened near Johns- ton A. Winfe, Drown county; member of the
the Archipelago.
strength during the advance. The supBoard of Public Works, J. R. Fallis, Lucas county. which belonged to free Roumauia. He detown, Ind., a few days ago. While moving a
In Europe, Servia acquired the right
nounced the convention with Turkey as an inports follow in companies, either entire
GENERAL.
steam thresher on the farm of John Shackley,
sane covenant, odious to eveiy valuablepol- of self-government in 1829. Thiawas or broken up, according to the extent of
confirmed by the treaty of Paris, which
the boiler exploded, killing John Shackley,
The authorities at Washingtonregard ing of tho country.
the line or the nature of the ground.
Frank Jones, Patrick Johnston,and John ClaiiEngland hate taken formal possession erected Meldayia, Wallachia,and a part The instructionsfor the Russian field
the Indian troubles in the Northwestas wearGovernor, and renominatedThomas M. Patterson for Congress— both by acclamation.

The programme agreed upon by the
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the triontary states of
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hence. and dangerouslywounding Albert
Shackley, Henry Ashler,James Dixon, Alex. ing a serious aspect. Gen. Sherman is reported to be hastening forward to the West all
Humphrey, Thomas Smith, and two others.
troops available for the purpose. Garrisonson
A dispatch from Baker City, Ore., Uie seaboard have been withdrawn, and heavy
says “the Umatilla Indians under Forsythe artillery regiments have been armed and
struck the hostile camp about two miles and a drilled as infantry, and are en route
to tho seat of war ____ Advices from Sitka,
half from Stark’s ranche, Daley road, killing
Alaska, report a fight among Indians, with
seventeen warriors and caoturing twenty-five
four killed. The Indians are favorably diswomen and children and sixty or Seventy head
posed toward the whites. An old equaw was
of horses. The hostiles are much demoralflayed alive and hanged by the Indians for
ized.",... A San Francisco dispatch reports
practicing witchcraft.
the discovery of rich placer diggings on the
Colorado river, in Arizona.
The number of failures in the secon 1

Cyprus. Queen of Bessarabia into the tributary state of maneuvers are fairly level with the miliRoumania. The same treaty made Mon- tary science of the time, and they grapple
motherly spirit,and informs them that “Rule tenegro a tributarystate under the pro- sensibly with the most important probBritannia" will be the stonding order of the tection of Russia. The area of Rou- lem of minor tactics offered in these
day in the island for an indefiniteperiod.... mania, as fixed by the treaty, was 46,140
The island of Cuba is to be repreaentod in the square miles; Servia, 16,820 square days, namely, howto form troops for the
attack of an enemy in position. DeSpanish Parliament by forty Deputies and ten
miles, and Montenegro, 1,700 square fense is comparatively easy; there is, of
Senators.
Earl Beaconsfieldhas receivedthe
highest decorationpossible to an Englishman, miles. All the other provinces in Eu- course, plenty of scope for judgment in
the Order of the Garter, which was conferred rope, including Bosnia, Herzegovna,
placing troops to defend ground, but it
upon him by Queen Victoria in recognition of Thessaly, and Albania were under the
is not difficultto do this fairly well, and
his distinguishedservices in connection with direct rule of the Sultan.
even troops with small training and little
the deliberations of the Berlin congress.
By the terms of the treaty of Berlin, power of maneuvering may be formidaThe betrothalof tho Duke of Con- and as a result of the Russian war, BulThere were 254 deaths in St. Louis quarter of 1878 in the Dominion of Canada is
ble on the defensive. But for a sucfrem ^sunstrokefor the week ending Saturday, 392. with liabilitiesreaching the sum of $4,- naught, Queen Victona’s third son, with tho garia, from the Danube to the Balkans,
cessful attack it is necessary not only
407,800. The total failuresfor the first six Princess Marie Louise of Prussia,daughter of
and from Servia on the west to the Black that the arrangement of the troops shall
months of 1878 are 947, with liabilities amountPresident Hayes and Attorney Gen- ing to $13,508,729. The number of failures in Prince Frederick Charles, has been officially sea on the east, is made a tributary be good, but that they shall have reCapt. state, as was Servia before the war. The
eral Devens attended the soldiere'and sailors’ the first six months of 1877 were 1,223, with announcedin the British Parliament.
Bogardnshas again defeated Capt. I’ennell, Prince is to be elected by the popula- ceived that thorough training in the art
reunion at Newark, Ohio, last week.
liabilities amounting to $15,151,837.
of regulated advance under rifle fire over
tho English pigeon-shot,in a match for $1,000
tion, and the new kingdom is to have its
Capt. Y. A. Seavey has been appointCongressman Hunton, of Virginia, a side.
all sorts of ground which can alone give
own Government and army, and be uned Superintendent of the Chicago police force, recently challenged Columbus Alexander, of
THE PRESIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION. der the protectionof Europe. The area them confidencein themselves and each
vice M. C. Hickey. The new 'Superintendent Washington,to mortal combat. The letter
other. Now, from all that has been reThe Potter sub-committee, consisting of is abont 39,000 square miles, and the
is spoken of as an honest, efficientofficer.
replied in severe terms, neitheracceptingnor
lated of the Russian attacks in practice,
East St. Louis, 111., was the scene of declining the challenge.... During a spree in Representatives Potter, Butler, Hiscock, and population 2,500,000.
as at Plevna, it would appear that, howWashington the other day, George H. Butler, Springer,met at Atlantic City, N. Y., on the
Eastern Roumelia, extending from the ever good their theory of instruction,
two violent disturbances on the 23d of July. late Consul to Egypt, and a nephew of Ben
23d of J oly. RepresentativeDanf ord, of Ohio, Balkans southward to the iEgean s$a, officersand men have been far too sparIn the forenoon a sanguinary riot camo near Butler, took a suit of clothesont of a tailor’s
was the first witness examined. Ho testified and as far east as Adrianople,is made
ingly exercised in this most essential
being precipitated on account of an attempt, store, and was in consequence Rrrrested for lar- that he was a member of the Morrison commiton the pftrt of, a railroadcompany,to lay a ceny, convictedin the Police Court and fined .... tee that visited New Orleans,and there met a province, with a ChristianGovernor, particular.— Oen, Hurnlej/, in Ninetrack through the town. A body of citizens, Canada is now having an excitingcontroversy, James E. Anderson and talked to him about and certain rights as to self-government, eenth Century.
headed by Mayor Bowman, attacked the work- as a sequel to the recent Battle-of-the-Boyne East Feliciana;Anderson said it was the worst but is to be nnder the political authorRules of a Successful Farmer.
ing party, and, after some fighting, in which anniversaryat Montreal.SeveralOrangemen bulldozed parish in the State, and related how ity of the Sultan. In the copy of the
no one was seriouslyhurt, drove them off, were arrested on that occasion, and are now he had been shot at one night by treaty published the limits are not
The
successful life of Mr. Jacob
heaped up the ties that were to be used in lay- awaitingtrial on a charge of a riotous disturb- concealed assassins. He spoke of having put
Strawn,
the prince of American farmers,
given,
but
the
discussions
in
the
conance
of
the
peace.
The
question
involved
is
ing down the track, saturatedthem with coalin circulation the story that during the period
oik applied a match, and reduced them to whether the Orangemen’s society is included of registration he came to New Orleans and in- gress contemplatedthe South Balkan is attributed to the close observation of
ashes. In the afternoon there was a fresh among the organizationsand associations which formed the Republican committee, including country in which Bulgarians or Chris- the following maxims, originated by
outbreak of the old feud between the gilder are permitted by the law to march in procos- Gov. Kellogg,that hie parish was going Demo- tians preponderated, and this has an himself
and Bowman factions,during which over a sion in the streets.
cratic, the coloredvote being largely on that area of from 15,000 to 20,000 square
Make your fences high and strong, so
hundred shots were fired,and several persons
The decision of the Commissioner of side, and that he had been advised by Kellogg miles,
they will keep cattle and pigs out. If
wounded. It is said whisky had a good deal to
the General Land Office at Washington upon and the Republican committee that he should
Roumania gives up Bessarabia to Rus- you have brush, make your lots strong do with the origin .of the latter disturbance.
either,not return to the parish at all or come
the Kansas Pacificrailroad lands is a very imsia, gains the Dobrudscha and other ter- and secure, and keep the hogs out from p
away
and
make
such
a
protest
as
would
throw
THE SOUTH.
portantone. The Commissioner rules in favor
the pariah out. He said he had put the story ritory south of the Danube, and is made the corn.
Piper and Hemden, implicatedin the of a settler who has pre-empteda tract of in circulation in the hope that the Democratic absolutely independent. Servia gains
Be sure to get hands to bed by 7
railroad land which remained unsold at tne end
robbery of a train on the Texas Pacific rail- of the third year after the completion of that committee would make him an offer of money, territory about 200 square miles in ex- o’clock ; they will rise early by ^rco of
and when by the offer of money he had them
road seme time ago, have been held at Austin, road. This decision wilhaffect the status of
good and fast he would expose the authors tent on her southern border, and be- circumstances.
many thousand sales which have been made by
Texas, and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Pay a hand, if he is a poor hand, all
and blow them sky-high. The witness did not comes independent. Montenegro is
the several Pacificrailroadcompanies, whose
The Potter Bub-committee in Louis- charters
hear Andersonquestion fhe truth of the pro- given new territory, and is made inde- you promise, and if he is a good one pay
contained the same clause as that of
test
pendent. Bosnia and Herzegovina, with a little more ; it will encourage him to
iana has signified Its willingnessto summon the Kansas Pacific,providing that if any of the
and hear all the witnesses on intimidationre- lands granted by the Government remain unan area of abont 23,000 square miles, are do still better.
. Starvationin Labrador.
quested by SecretarySherman.
sold by the railroad company at the expiration
Always feed your hands as well as you
to be occupied and administered by
of
three
years
from
the
time
the
road
was
finLabrador correspondentof the Austria.
Thb entire business portion of the
feed yourselves,for the laboringmen are
ished, such lands should be subjectto homeJournal de Quebec gives a heartrending
town of Cattlottabnrg,Ky.f has been swept stead entry at $1.25 an acre.
The treaty of Berlin takes away from the bone and sinew of the land, and
account of the condition of the people Turkey absolutely 65,000 square miles ought to be well treated.
away by fire. The loss is estimated at $250,Minnie Warren, the well-known along the Labrador coast. The fisheries
000, upon which there was but a small insurI am satisfied that getting up early,
of territory, gives the right of self-govance.
.The land upon wnich the New Orleans dwarf, is no more. Tho littlething died in failed them last fall, and the traders who
ernment to over 50,000 square miles industry and regular habits are the best
Mint has been built has been deeded to the child-birth, at Fall River, Mass.... The Navy gave them provisions in barter for their
more, and virtually transfers 23,000 medicine prescribed for health.
Government, and the final steps for putting Department at Washington has recently refish and oil abandoned the territory, square miles more to Austria. This
When rainy, bad weather comes, so
the mint into active operation wul soon be ceived a communication,from which it apnot
caring
to let the wretched people leaves the Sultan in direct control of you can’t work out of doors, cut, split,
taken.
pears that Mr. James Gordon Bennett conWilson Howchins, living near templates a double expedition to the North have goods on credit. Thus before the about 60,000 square miles of territory in and pile your wood, make your racks,
pole, ono vessel going by way of Behring’s winter set in the population was left to Europe, this not including the Chris- aod fix your fences or gates.— AY. Louis
Fluvana Court House, Va., murdered his wife, straits, and another by way of Spitzbergen.
starve, or subsist on fish offal, for crops tian state south of the Balkans.
Globe- Democrat.
mother-in-law and one child, and then him- He has been in consultationwith Peterman,
are impossible on that sterile shore.
In
Asia
the
Russians
hold
the
territoself. A son 7 years old, who saw his father at- the great German geographer, and other
Whole familieshave lived through the ry taking in Batoum, Kars, Ardahan, Just 400 years ago the art of printing
tack the mother, took the baby out of the Arctic experts abroad, and now proposes to fit
winter on rotten, half-frozen carcassesof and extending as far west as Olti, in all was discovered,and yet there are men
his
well-known
yacht,
the
Dauntless,
for
an
cradle and fled to a place of safety.
Arctic expedition, putting in her an auxiliary seals driven ashore by the ice floes. about half as large as the State of Illi- trying to sell goods who seem to have
WASHINGTON.
engine, screw, and otherwise making her com- Others have kept body and soni together
nois. A 11 the remainder, over 600,000 never heard of printers’ ink.
• The Secretary of the Treasury has plete for an expeditionby wav of Spitzbergen. by devouring the flesh of the loup-marin, square miles in extent, is placed virtualThe Jeannette is on her way to San Framnsco
~TliE MARKETS.determined to venture upon the disbursement and will pass through Behring’sstraitsearly a species of seal, which in prosperous ly under the administrative control of
of silver dollars at once in payment of various next year. The owner will spend not less than times would be shunned even by the England. The island of Cyprus is
NEW YORK.
Bezvjib ............................
$8 00 @10 25
Governmentdues. He has issued a new order $120,000 on the Jeannette expedition.... Ad- dogs. Many deaths occurred from sheer transferreddirectly to England.
Hoor
..............................
4 50 « 4 70
to AssistantTreasurers,authorizing them to vices from Mexico report the.captureof Gen.
starvation. Of five families, containing
Religious
liberty is guaranteed in the Cotton .... ..................11*® 11*
use the standard sfiver dollars in their hands Escobedo by Diaz troop*.. .An Ameri
forty souls, in one settlement,only flve states made independent, and in all the Fujur— Superfine .................3 50 @ 3 90
for the payment of checks and pay-rolls ; in ex- can schooner recently encountered a
Whrat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 04 @ 1 06
change, in moderate amounts, for greenbacks Japanese junk, loaded with corpses, about 100 survive. Scurvy is epidemic. The women remaining provinces of Turkey. If Corn— Western Mixed .............45
48
and national-bank notes, especially of the de- miles north of Han Frauci«co. Not a living haunt the shore like specters, picking Russia was honest in the declared pur- Oats— Mixed .......................
32
33*
Rtb— Western .....................
60
61
nominations of one and two dollars.... The aoul was on board. The junk had evidently up the dead seal, while the men and boys
pose for which she made war she has Pork— Mess ........................
10 25 @10 40
Potter committee has issued subpeeuasfor the drifted from Japanese waters-the voyagers,
gather sea moss and shell-fish.The succeeded in every particular. She de- Laud ..............................
7
7uprincipal visitingstatesmen on both sides
some of whom were dressed in rich clothing
CHICAGO.
including ex-8enator Trumbull,ex-Qov. dying of starvation.... The Commissionerof correspondent,a French missionary, clared that the object of the war was Beeves— Choice Graded
Steer* ..... 5 00 @ 5 50
Palmer, and all other Democrats, and for all Agriculture at Washington reports that the says: “I, know several families who not the acquisitionof territory, but the
Choice Natives ........... 4 50 @ 4 90
members of the LouisianaCommission.
wool dip of 1878 is about 3 per cent, greater have eaten not only the salted sea fish amelioration of the condition of tho
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 50 @ 8 50
Butchers’Steers ......... 8 50 @8 90
put away for the winter provender of Christian population of the Balkan peOwing to numerous applications for than that of last year.
Medium to Fair .......... 4 00 @ 4 40
their dogs, but even the dogs themselves, ninsula. In this she has succeeded in Hoos— Live ......................
FOREIGN.
registered4-per-oent.bonds of small denom3 60 @ 4 50
FLoun-Fancy
White Winter ...... 6 75 @ 6 GO
inations, the treasuryhas been unable, with all
The Greek insurrectionin Thessaly Those who happened to have a stock of instituting a sweeping reform. In the
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 4 80 @ 5 12*
the clerical force which could be employed and Epirus appears to be maintained for the provisionshave been compelled to go on treaty of San Stefano she claimed no Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 96
97
thereon,to fill orders as rapidly as received
short rations and share with their gaunt territory for herself but Bessarabia,
No. 8 Spring ..............
86
87
purpose of compelling Turkey to proceed at
Purchasers of bonds should understand, howl
Corn— No. .......................
88
89
neighbors.
The
people
have
been
shut
taken
from
her
in
1856,
and
Batoum,
once with the reforms that have been demandOats— No. ........................ 25
26
ever, that interestwill run from the date of
49
60
payment for bonds and not from the date of ed by the BerJin congress.It is apprehended out from the outside world since Septem- Kara and Ardahan in Asia. All these Rye— No. ........................
that, if the disturbance ceases, thq Turks will ber. When they found death staring claims were allowed.
their issue, and that the little delay from time
19
Butteb— Choice Creamery ........ 17
resort to the procrastinationthat comes so them in the face it was too late to make
to limb on account of suddenly-increased
orRussia has succeeded virtually in de- Eoos— Fresh ...................... 6
7
naturally to them, and allow all the abuses of
ders will result m no loss or injury.
. 9 20 @ 9 30
theix wants known, for navigation had stroying the Turkish empire. And Pork— Mess .......................
administrationto be continued in tho old way
7
The Attorney General of the United regardless of the pledges that have been made closed and they were 200 leagues distant while allowing Austria to shape the adMILWAUKEE.
of the historic little island of
Victoria greets her
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States decides that it

would be

illegal for the

Secretary of the Treasury to attempt the resumption of specie payments before the time
provided for by law-Jan. 1, 1879.... Orders
ksued to all sub-treasuriesand
United States depositoriesto pay out silver
dollars, and in connectionwith thia to restrict
the use of $1 and $2 bills as much as possible,
to force silverdollars into tho place they now
occupy in the circulation.

and of the stipulations of the treaty of Berlin

from Quebec, without any means

of

ministrationin one section and England
in another, she exercisesadministrative
influence herself only in Bulgaria. So
far the record of Russia has been consistent. She has accomplished the pur. ST. LOUIS.
assuming in the slightest degree a triumphant and clothing, medicine, etc., will follow pose of the war, and, after fighting all Wheat— No. 8 Red Fall ............
.
or loaHttul air, ana at the same time left the immediately.
the battles, has not exhibited more Oats— No. 2. .......................
,
impressionto be gathered from his words that
greediness than Austria or England in
• great victory bad been gained. It has been
Eating Their Weight in Ice.
Pork— Mesa. .......................

1 04
. 1 02
No. 2 ....................
38
Oats-No. 2 ........................ 24
Rye— No 1 ................ ____
49
74
.

his appear- overland communication in winter.” The
Lieutenant Governor at Quebec, in anance in the British House of Lords on the 18th
swer to this appeal, has ordered a quanof July, and explained and defended hiscouree
to the Berlin congress. He refrained from tity of provisionsto be sent to the coast,

Lord Beaconsfieldmade

;

.

•

claimed that the giving of Sophia to the BulThe heat in the California and Congarians left the line of the Balkans to be
solidated Virginiamines is at present so
which has arisen in South Carolina reUtive to easily turned by the possible enemies of Turintense and the demand for ice so great
the indictment in a State court of four internal key, hut Lord Beaconsfieldheld that the possession of the Ichtiman pass by tho Turks was that the consumptionof ice amounts to
revenue officersupon a charge of murder was

grabbing territory.

.

Laud.
Boos.
Cattle.

The case of disputed jurisdiction

89
86
26
48
9 50
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1 C5*
1 03'

39
25
60

90
87

27

@960
fl*d 7

90 @

4 35

2 50 @6 50
Gen. Garfield on Journalism.
CINCINNATI.
90 @ 92
It belongs to the honor of the press Wheat— Bed..
Corn ..........
»•••••• •••
41 @ 43
to
have
developed
within
the
past
tew
ninety-six
pounds
per
day
per
man.
considered at a Cabinet meeUng a few dava
Oats ..........
27 @ 30
ago, and it was determined that firm and vig50 @ 53
The heat in great part is caused by the vears as gallant a body of men, of as Bye ...........
...... 10 00 @10 25
orous measures be taken to assert the supremunavoidable obstructionof the dranghtin bright intelligence as the world knows Pork— Mess...
LA™ ...............................7*
acy of the Federal over tho State law Tho great European power. Bespoke oontemptu.
in
any
profession,
men
who
have
illusously of the idea of the partition of the Otto- the Consolidated Virginia shaft by the
TOLEDO.
President left Washingtonlast week for a trip
umn empire, and quoted Bismarck as saying platforms on which the men stand while trated what heroism is by bringing from Wheat— No. 1 White ...............1 07 @ 1 10
No. 2 Bed ................
98 @ 1 00
when the retentionof the line of the Balkans
remote and dangerous quarters those Cobh ..............................
40 @ 41
. Gen. Charles K, Graham, of New was secured, “Turkey to Europe stillexists.".., engaged in re-timbering. The: heat -in
items
of
intelligenoe-that
do
so
much
to
Oats-No. .......................
27 @ 29
the lower levels is also aggravatedby
York city, has been appointed Surveyor of In the shooting for the Elcbo challengeshield
DETROIT.
enlighten the world. Two forces are
Customs at that port, vice Gen. E. A. Merritt at Wimbledon, Ireland carried off the hono.v the heat on the surface. A man who
Flour— Choice White ..............4 75 @ 5 25
^foreataoding: Ireland. 1,610 ; England can eat his weight in ice every day ought needed to improve, enlarge and ennoble Wheat-No. 1 White ..............1 14 @1 15
appointed Collector of Customs. '
1.5b0 ; Scotland,1,552.
A Pans dispatch re- to be a good one t© send in search of the the sphere of journalism. The first
No. 1 AmbAr ........ ..... 1 07 @1 08
SBorarrARV Sohurz is informed through ports a great strike of miners at AdzUL in
Cork— No. .......................
43 @ 44
North pole.—
a (Ntv.) Enter- tests with ns who are outsiders. If by Oats— Mixed .......... . ...........80 @ 31
a letter from Ogden*' Utah, of the existence of Fiance. Five thousand colliers left the pits,
all the means in our power we can make Barley (percental)................1 M) @ 1 25
prise.
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an extensive system of supplyinghostile In- demanding higher wages ami eight hours as »
dians with ammunition through the Mormon arrests mJd Trooi>B were 04116(1out> and many
The latest letters from the English
co-operative stores throogbout Utah and
universitiesmission in Central Africa
Southern Idaho. It Is reprewtuted tb.t
A hoeovshootixo match between Utate that the Zanzibar slave trade has
Mormon priesthoodare vigorously eng.gcd in | Capt. A. H. Bogardes, o( tire Crrited States, | virtually ceased.

tho

the people so intelligent that they will
only patronize the best and worthiest
journalswithin their reaoh we shall have
done our part; and if on your part you
do so enlarge the sphere of your work

PoRK-Mess .......................10 00 @10 25
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Cattle— Best ......................
5 00 @ 5 20
......................
4

40

Common .................4

<N)

Fair

@49

@4

25
Hoos ..............................4 CO @ 4 80
SHEEP .............................
8 00 @ 4 35

SABBATH READING.
A

Funeral Psalm.

Silent we aat within a darkened room;
For in our midst, the lowering heart of gloom,
Stood a low bier, with blouomi showered In vain
To hide the ghastly shape of loss and pain.
Still, still was all, save when some sobbingbreath
Paid stifled tribute to the conqueror Death;

When

suddenly, outside the open door,
began his song to pour ;
Sweet, liquid,clear, triumphantas the morn
That scatters all the mists from meads forlorn,
His warble thrilled the sunshine and the air,
And made the emerald grasses show more fair ;
The budded elms swayed to that living sound,
And some sweet madness spread through all around.
Ho more I heard the moan and plaint of prayer ;
kJ Ho more the hymn’s low wailing held me there;
w Ho death, no grave, but heaven'simmortal spring
Did in that silver cadence reign and ring.
The fresh deep grass; the buds on thickening
trees;
The new-bornlife and sweetness in the breeze;
The nestling,nestling birds,that overhead
Their littlehammocks in the branches spread;
The tender fragrance from the bending ooughs;
The wayside blossoms lifting sunny brows ;
The deep-blue heaven, the genUe south wind’s
sigh,
That like some happy, wanderingchild,went by,
All sung accordant anthem in my ear :
“ The Lord is risen ! who do ye seek Him here ?
His world, His way, is life, not death and woe.
Look up where His departing footsteps go 1
The grave is empty, save of slumberingdust.
The Lord is risen; arise, oh faith and tiuat
Swing wide, ye gates of never-failingspring;
Hear the swift footsteps of your coming King !
Behold, He cometh ! here are life and joy;
No winds shall scatter,and no frostsdestroy.
Be glad for death, life's blind,beguiling seed;
Thy dead shall rise, for Christ is risen, indeed.”
So still,above the weeping and the prayer,
The spring'sdiviner messagestirredthe air ;
And I, as we escaped anew from prison,
Sung to my soul, exulting, ‘ He has risen !’’
—Rohc Terry Cooke, in Sunday Atemoon.

An

be long before God takes me, for no
mortal can live after the glories God has
manifested to my soul.”— iSfory of the
Hymns, by American Treat Society.

They come up and order something that
looks nice, and the first thing they

know

they are what is commonly called drank.
funniest sights in the whole

One of the

Exhibition is a Frenchman “ wrestling
Of Bearing with the Fault* of Other* with American mystifiers.” He is crazy
Those things that a man cannot amend enough when he is sober, but when he
in himself or in others he ooght to is drunk he is awful.— Paris letter.

THE ROMANCE OF A FORGER.

duces

gigantic flower-stem,forty feet

a

William E. Gray’* Remarkable Career. in height, and perishes.”In Florida
one sees many of these plants, in vari[From the SpringfieldRepublican.]
Few rascals have so romantic a career ous stages of growth; but we think there
as William E. Gray, the forger, who ar- are few oases in which the growth is so
rived at New York Wednesday, at the rapid as in this one related by Prof.
((X) Timts.
end of nearly nine years' chase by the Stowe.—

most expert detectives of the large cities
world. His father, Rev. Dr. E.
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
POPULAR SCIENCE.
H. Gray, formerly preached at Shelburne Falls, and was for eight years
The Kalamazoo folks talk of estabPhosphate of zinc is recommended
chaplain of the United States Senate, lishing a boat club.
onr good deeds are not much to be for neuralgia.
and the son had every incentive to lead
At least twelve deaths from sunstroke
Compressionis being used in France a respectablelife. After leaving college
esteemed.
in Michigan the past week. ,
Thou ought to pray notwithstanding in the treatment of cancer.
he was a clerk in the Treasury DepartEx-Gov. Baqlet has presented about
when thou hast snob impediment,that
A Russian surgeon has made a series ment at Washingtonuntil 1866, when he
thirty
books to the University library.
God would vouchsafe to help thee, and of experiments, showing that cancer is voluntarily resigned.The next year he
that thou mayest bear them rightly.
Thebe
is to be a special term of the
inocnlable.
went to New York armed with lettersof
Marquette
Circuit Aug. 6.
If one that is onoe or twice warned
Extreme cold produces the same per- recommendation from Gen. Butler, Senawill not give over, contend not with him:
tors
Fessenden
and
Morrill
and
other
The
Detroit
Opera House is to be
ception on the skin as great heat. When
but commit all to God, that His will may
dignitaries.
He
was
then
23,
a fine yonng thoroughly overhauled and refitted.
mercury is frozen at 40 degrees below
be done, and His name be honored in all
N. B. Bartlett, of Saginaw City, has
zero the sensationis the same as that of fellow of correct habits, who passed as a
His servants, who well knoweth how to
model of virtue. Learning the secrets just made a sale of Inmber to be sawed
touching red-hot iron.
turn evil into good.
of stock brokerage with A. W. Dimock and shipped in 1879.
Japan began to use the electric teleEndeavor to be patient in bearing
A Co., he was soon in business for himThe recent Gratiot Oironit granted
with the defects and infirmitiesof others, graph in 1869. It has now 125 stations, self, and at once began his adroit vilwith
5,000
miles
of
wire.
More
than
ten
divorces, and twelve new applicaof what sort soever they be: for that
lainies. He dealt in stolen bonds, and
thyself also have many failings which 1,000 miles of wire will soon be added to his father’spurse had to release him tions are already filed.
the telegraphic system of the country. {
must be borne with by others.
It is estimatedthat there are at least
frem Ludlow-street jail, family influence
If thou const not make thyself such an
Froo culture has attained to some di- covering up other swindles from the 100,000 bushels of old wheat in the
granariesof Clinton county.
one as thou wouldest,how const thou ex- mensions os an industry in some parts of public knowledge.
pect to have another in all things to thy Minnesota, Yerylittle labor is involved.
The late D. E. Shaw, of Bay City,
In November of 1869 Gray gave out
liking.
The principalduty of the frog-raiser is that he expected a legacy of $50,000 whose dead body was found last week,
We would willinglyhave others per- to protect the eggs and tadpoles from from a rich aunt, and, on the strength had an insuranceof $2,700 on his life.
fect, and yet we amend not our own birds, and this is attained by wire screens. of this and $10,000 ready cash he claimed
Josefh Maillat, son of the head sawfaults.
In market the frog-legsare 20 cents a to have, he launched out in grand stylo
yer in the Ward mill at Ludington, was
11 Kock of Ages.”
We will have others severely cor- dozen.
as a heavy operator, at 44 Broad street, drowned a few days since.
The hymn beginning,
rected, and will not be corrected ourBasing his statement upon the tastes afterward occupied by Woodhull A OlafO. S. Satterlee, of Portland, has a
selves.
“ Rock of Ages, cleft for me,"
rru
r
\ displayed and the gastronomical feats lin. He sailed under the firm name of cow which recently made 16 lbs. 10 oz.
The large liberty of others displeaseth1 accomplished by a young robin which he W. E. Gray A Oo., his partners being
may well be esteemed one of the brightof butter in one week without any extra
us; and yet we wiU not have onr own, 'reared,Mr. D. A. Lyle, in the Ameru unsuspected rogues like himself,and
est gems of Christianpsalmody.
feeding.
/ can Naturalist, says that robins are they made Quartz Hill mining stock a
It is a grand tone that nerves and desires denied
We will have others kept under by strictlyinsectivorous so long as the snp- cover for their frauds. The gang got People in some parts of the State are
strengthens faith, that associates the
sublime imagery of the Hebrew scrip- stnet laws; but in no sort will ourselvesply m equal to the demand, and that for hold of stolen New York State bounty complaining that counterfeitbills are in
tures with the all-protectinglove of be
every cherry or grape theyeattheyde- loan oertifleates, United States bonds circulationon the First National Bank
And thus it appeareth,how seldom we 8troy thousands of injurious insects. and some stocks, and, raising the certifi- of Philadelphia.
Christ, and that has consoled thousands
weigh our neighbor in the same balance .Forty-six birds would destroy about cates, they borrowed money on them
L. Palmer A Son, of Dexter, have
of Christiansin the dying hour.
and on the bonds, through a reputable made 2,000 yards of cloth for the Jack4,600 insects a day.
Augustus Montague Toplady, the with ourselves.
If all men were perfect, what would
author, was born at F&ruham, Surrey,
M. Nobel, the inventor of dynamite, broker, of nearly every lender in the son prison, and have an order for 1,000
England, in 1740. His father fell at the we have to suffer of onr neighbor for the has recently discovereda new explosive city. At the very start Gray nearly end- more.
battle of Carthagena, and he was brought sake of God ?
The Republican CongressionalConsubstance still more powerful than that ed his career by borrowing from Jay
But now God hath thus ordered it,
up in charge of an exemplary and pious
He has given it the name of “explosive Cooke k Co. on spurious Government vention for the Ninth District,it is
mother. Ho was educated at the West- that we may learn to bear one another’s gelatine,” on account of its aspect, which bonds, but, as he replaced them with understood, will be called at Big Rapids,
burdens; for no man is without fault;
minister school.
closely resembles gelatine. The sub- genuine bonds and carried himself as an Aug. 1.
At the age of 16, Toplady chanced to no man but hath his burden; no man is stance is composed of 94 to 95 per cent, innocent person imposed upon, they
Charles Peltier, the would-be wifego into a barn at an obscure place, called sufficientof himself; no man is wise of nitro- glycerine, and 5 or 6 per cent, laughed at the detective’s suggestion to
murderer and suicide at Detroit, is dead.
Codymain, Ireland, to hear an illiterate enough of himself; but we ought to bear of collodion, mixed together. It is vis- arrest one so respectablyconnected and His wife is still alive and will probably
layman preach. The sermon made upon with one another, comfort one an- cid, but can be easily cut with a knife or indorsed. In December, however, a recover.
him an unexpected impression and led other, nelp, instruct, and admonish one scissors, and placed in cartridges or suspicious cashier discovered that the
The First National Bank of Saginaw
to his immediate conversion. He thus another.
shells. It is inflamed in the same way bounty loan certificateswere forgeries, City has declared a semi-annuardiviOccasions of adversity best discover
though the President and Cashier of the
speaks of this interesting experience in
as dynamite, and its power is at least 50
dend of 5 per cent., and voted to reduce
his diary: “ That sweet text, ‘Ye who how great virtue or strength each one per cent, greater. Italy and Russia Manhattan Bank declared that they were
the circulation $18,000.
as good as gold. Gray was so cool and
were sometimesafar off are made nigh hath.
have, it is stated, adopted this substance
A 12 year-old son of John Watson, a
told so plausiblea story, when confrontby the blood of Christ,’ was particularly For occasions do not make a man frail, for charging bombs, torpedoes,etc.
but they show what he is.—Thomcu A.
delightful and refreshing
ed with the facts, that he was not taken Windsor Custom House official, fell off
An apparatusof great delicacy has into custody. Next day he disappeared, the dock at Detroit and was drowned.
\pis.
Strange that I, who had
been
devised by Dr. Mosso, of Turin,
under the means of grace
leaving eight firms $280,000 out, and, The body was subsequently recoveredby
for measuring the movements of the huInvasion
of
Russia.
should be brought nigh
after hiding in the city for a week, he loft a diver.
man blood-vessels. The arrangement of the country, and nothing was heard of
obscure part of Ireland, , ____
The finest and best appointed army
Mr. Benjamin Everest, who removed
this apparatus — called the “pie thy sinohim for two years.
ful of God’s peonje met together in a ever assembled together, either in
from Portland to Wilton, Iowa, about
graph” — consists in inclosing a part of
During that time he was lording it line years ago, was fatally injured, rebarn, and under the ministry of one who ancient or modern times, was that which
the body, e. g., the fore arm, in a glass
could scarcely spell his name. The ex- Bonaparte marched for the invasion of
magnificently in England as James P. cently, by a horse which he was riding
cylinder with caoutchouc ring, filling Morgan, nephew of George Peabody,
cellency of such pdwer must be of God Russia. Similes have been exhausted
falling upon him.
the cylinder with tepid water, and measthe millionaire philanthropistWith
and cannot be of
® and descriptionbeggared in painting
Miss Ann Reid, who was for some
uring, by a special device, the quantity
He became a minister of this Church the magnitude of Napoleon’s undertakforged letters of introduction from time Matron of the House of Correction
of water which flows out or in through
United States Senators and other men at Detroit, subsequently holding a simiof England, maintained the Calvinistio ing and the extent of the means with
a tube connected with the cylinder, as
of distinction, he entered the highest lar position in Rhode Island, died, a day
doctrines in oppositionto the Wesleys, which he proposed to achieve the conthe arm expands or contracts. An opencircles of society, and lavished money
and preached and wrote with self-con- quest of
ing
in the cylinder is connected by a right and left, driving four black im- or two since, at Flint
Not
such
the
numbers,
nor
the
host
so
dread,
Atming zeal. The only blemish of his
By NorthernBren or Scythian Timour led.
piece of caontohonc tubing with a glass
A Manistee county agriculturalsoported American horses and dressing
wiigh characterwas heated language and
Not France alone was drained to sup- tube opening dopmward into a test tube
ciety has been organized and the followmagnificently. At a dinner given the
intolerancein oontroversv.
ply the flower of her youth, but all her suspended downward from a double pulniece of Baron Rothschild, the rich ing are the officers: President,Edward
In the year 1775 his health began to
tributary states were compelled to fur- ley with counterpoise,to which the reyoung American made a speech on En- D. Wheeler; Secretary,E. E. DbnviUe;
fail. It was evident that the sword was
nish a similar contingent.A variety of cording lever is attached, in a vessel
Treasurer,John Mee.
glish finance that astonished the montoo sharp for the scabbard. His physiworkmen of all descriptions, such as containinga mixture of alcohol and waA little ohild of Silas Fournier, of
eyed magnates, and there was no art of
cal energieswere being destroyed by the
masons, carpenters,etc., trere Under or- ter. When the vessels of tile arm dilate,
fashionablesociety he was not an expert Saginaw City, was taken suddenly sick
fiery ardor of soul that overtaxed them.
ders to attend the march of the army; water passes from the cylinder into the
in. He was intimatewith the Duke of and died in a few hours, having been
His physician commanded him to go to
and even gardeners were pressed into test tube, which is thereby immersed
Edinburgh, and he might, apparently, exposed to the scorching sun for some
London. Here a new field opened be- the service, as if it had been in the confurther, so that the counterpoise rises;
have imposed on the English nobility time with nothing on its head.
fore him, and he became pastor of the
templationof Bonaparte to make some in the opposite ease, water flows back
indefinitely if his money had not failed.
French'CalvinistReformed Church.
The reeeints of the Custom House at
permanent improvementin the horticult- from the test tube into the cylinder, the
At that tune a London banker named Saule Stc. Marie for the fiscal year end-,
On the year of his settlementin Lon- ure of Russia.
test tube rises, and the counterpoise Chatteris got Morgan to go into partden he published in the Gospel Magaing Jrine 30 were $4,435. This is probThe accounts of Bonaparte’s force on descends. Among other applicationsof
nership with his son. The boy Was ably in excess of any other port in the
zine an article,entitled “ Questions and
enteringRussia have been variouslyes- this apparatus, Dr. Mosso employs it in
soon short £15,000. Spurious United Lake Superior (Marquette) district
Answers Relative to the National Debt,”
timated, but never at less than 400,000 studying the physiology of thought and
States bonds carried the informationto
in which he adverts to the debt of sin,
Mrs. Daniel A. Wortman, of Ionia;
men. The official report found among cerebral activity. It is stated that even
New York officersthat this was the old committed snioide the other day. Do-i
and shows how multitudinous are the
Berthier’s papers, which were found at the slighteit emotions are revealed by
offender Gray, and they Grossed over to
sins of mankind. Bv numerical calculamestio troublesare supposed to be the
Moscow, raises it as high as 575,000; this singular instrument by a change in
arrest him. He was too sharp for them,
tions ho exhibits the enormity of the
cause. She leaves twe small children.
but the following statement,furnished the condition of the blood-vessels.
however, and, after failing to sell a Her husband has been arrested for faildebt of the redeemed soul, which Christ
by a Westphalian Colonel belonging to
mythical Colorado mine at The Hague, ing to provide for the family.
has canceled,and impresses the readers
The Last of Mrs. Gray.
the staff, who tiros taken prisoner behe
turned up at Paris as Dr. Colletso,
with the transcendent love and value of
tween Smolenskoiand Krasnoi, . is 1 A Mrs. Gray, of Fort Worth, Tex;,
There are now two wheat elevators in
the oculist. Being recognized,Dr.
Christ’s atonement. With these thoughts
took
hei
three
children
to
the
Trinity
deemed authentic, and shows the proCaro, Tuscola county, and the ground
Colletso
sailed
for
this
country
to
esgrowing like a vision in his mind, he then
portion of the Gonfcingentewhich were river and drowned them and herself.
has been purchased for a third, which
added:
James Mixon was attracted to the river cape extradition from France, and, after will be completed in time for the crop
brought up by the different powers
swindling for a time at Galveston, Tex.,
Rock of ages, cleft for mo,
Westphalians ..... ..........................
30,000 bank by the cries of a child, and arrived
now ripening.
Let mo hide myself In thee
,
Bavarians ...................
40,000 in time to see the little fellow sink be- he returned to London and got $20,000
Let the water and the blood.
Wurtembm-Kers.............................
10,000
Menominee Herald: A man was put
on a copper mine some one else owned.
From thy riven side which flowed,
Grand Buchy of Berg ........................3,000 neath the surface, and Mrs. Gray just
It was when the last fraud was dis- in jail at Sturgeon Bay the other evenBe of sin the double cure,
Prussians ....... ............................
20,000 going under. She left the followingnote
Cleanse me from Us guilt and power.
Anstrians ..............
30,000
closed, in 1876, after Gray was arrested, ing for being drank and disorderly, and
to her husband :
Badanese ....................................
5,000
that
the English Government refused to a short time afterward the jail was deI write a few lines to tell yon good-by. Yon
Not the labor of my bands
Poles .......................................
C0,0C0
Can fulfillThy laws’ demands ;
Swiss, French, Spaniards and Portuguese.;. 800, 000 said I must leave you, and I could not give up surrender him, with Winslow and Brent, stroyed by fire, and the man burnt up
Could my zeal no respite know,
Various ...... .... ..1: ........ ........
28,000 my dariinjjsto be slaves of others. Yon accuse the Louisville forger, becanse Secretary with it
Could my tears forever flow,
me of a crime I am innocent of, and, if I ever Fish would not promise to try them only
All for sin could not atone,
Saginaw News,- Of the liquor tax
T8tal .......
................ ...624,000
was guilty, I would be as good as you are, and
Thou must save, and Thou alone.
No common foresight was required to unless an accident happens I will never on the charges made in the extradition $13,000 has been paid into the county
papers. When Gray could be had, he treasury, and warrants for the remaining
Nothing In my hand I bring.
find suppliesfor so large an army; and, trouble you again. Bo good-bv, m'y darling
Simply to Thy cross I cling
husband; good-by, pa and sisters; don’t shed had fled, to be recognized in Edinburgh $11,000 placed in the bands of the
indeed,
the
arrangements
on
this head
Naked, come to Thee for dross,
a tear for me, just think one heartbroken
appear to have been peifect in the out- wretch is gone. You all know what a lifoil a month ago and arrested on his arrival Sheriff, who will collect the greater porHelpless,look to Thee for grace
in London. He has been living, in the tion thereof.
Fonl, I to the fountain fly
set; a certain number of bullocks were have lived lately; but God knows I am innoWash me, Savior, or I die.
mean time, with a woman who claims to
allotted to each regiment; and in all the cent of the charge against me, so don’t look for
Mrs. Bullard, of Vicksburg, Kalabe his wife, and says she is the daughme
at all
Whilst I draw this fleeting breath,
frontier towns grain was collected from
mazoo
county, who was severely burned
When my eyeetrings break in death,
The note was plainly written, though ter of the composer Balfe. Gray must
the surrounding country and laid up in
by
her clothing taking fire while sue was
When I soar through tracts unknown,
store. The same precautions were not evidently with a netvous hand. The now stand trial for forging United States assisting her husband to burn brash on
See Thee on Thy Judgment throne,
Bock of ages, cleft for me,
taken, however, in providing subsist- house was in perfect order. The clothes 5-20 and New York State bounty bonds, their clearing, some weeks ago, has
Let me hide myself In thee.
the minimum penalty in each case being
ence daring jfche retreat, nor were they of the children and her own were caresince died.
The above is the original version, altogether necessary,as the army was fully laid away, or hung up, and Mr. $5,000 fine and five years in jail, and the
maximum
$10,000
and
ten
years’
imprisGrand Traverse county, organized
Gray’s 8UPP€^
supper had
had been
carefully preprefrom which it will be seen that the hymn then reduced to a mere skeleton.,
been carefully
onment
in 1851, included at that time the terriin common nse has been greatly trans- Xerxes wept to tl^ink that ia a hundred E?re ?
al(* ftWjay
^pboard.
tory which has since been divided into
posed and altered.
years his army wduld be no more,
T*e bed®
the chairs in their
Rapid Growth of the Aloe.
Manistee, Benzie, Wexford, Missaukee,
It was composed in Toplady’slast must have been the feelings of Bonar Pr?Fr Place8’
things indicated
Perhaps the most remarkable in- Kalkaskia, Crawford, Antrim, and Leeyears, when he already felt that he was parte in actually seeing his own army, dehtoration.
beginning to lose his hold on life, aod. equal in nnmbers and superior in every- Incidentof the Recent Famine In India. stance of rapid vegetable growth that lanaw counties. Previous to 1851 all
has been heard of since the famons bean- voting was done at Mackinaw, and: the
that his feet .were already etandingbn thing else to that of Xerxes, annihilated
A
murder
case has been tried at My- vine of Jack the Giant-Killer is one territory was called Omona.
celestial altitudes. Some two years in a period of a hundred days ?
sore, where the prisoners were a num- which has been related to ns by Prof.
afterward,when he was yet but 35 years
Mb. Wm. Estep, who lives near Hufc
ber of famine-strickenboys who mur- Stowe, of an aloe or oentnry-plant,now
of age, the full time of his departure
An American Bar at Parte. ,
bardston,
Ionia counter, with his wife
dered a companion. The whole of the growing on the ground of one of his
came, and he found the prayer in the
One of the features of the Exhibition boys were in the habit of going about
and a child a year old, were knocked
neighbors, at Mandarin, Fla. This
last stanza of this hymn fully and sweet- is what is known as the American bar.
the streets picking up the leaves with aloe, during a period of several 'weeks downby a runaway team the other day,
ly answered in the revelationof divine On account of the trouble caused by an
the refuse of food that were thrown out from the last half of April to the latter and the babe instantly killed. Mrs.
love to his soul. He seemed to walk in American bar at Vienna, Gov. McCorEstep had a shoulder shattered and
of the houses of natives, and eating the
Bulah, to breathe immortal -airs and to mick refused jto have such ah institntipn
three ribs broken, and Mr. Estep was
refuse. The deceased, being the bighear the tuning of unseen harps, and by in tkJsectioff hem. 8ome eriteifirisihj
glst boy of the lot, always came in for half an inch an hour night and day— 8evere
intanmlly.
faith to discover what the Protomartyr Englishmen have fitted one up at the
the lion’s share. The others thereupon __^1
A
letter
written
at Cheboygan, Jui
until
it
attained
a
height
of
forty-two
saw and thp Revelator described,
end of the English section, where all the held a consultationand decided that he
feet.
Having
reached
that height, the 21, 1876, and mailed for the Sanlt, wi
“Your pulse,” said the doctor “is American drinks are boilt in the latest
should be put to death, and they formed tree (for it is nothing else than a tree) delivered June 28 last a lew days ov
becoming weaker.”
styles. Gov. McCormick made no ob- a plan for putting their decision into
leaned over on a neighborly orange tree two years from the date of mailiu
“ That is a good sign,” said Toplady, jection to its being called “American,”
execution.They asked the big boy to to take a rest. When Prof. Stowe left The postmark shows that it was in t]
“ that my death is fast approaching, and as it was not in the American section,
come for a walk beyond the fort walls ; Mandarin, the last week in May, the postoffice June 23, and the letter Was
I can add that my heart beats every day and he preferredto have nothing to say
then they took him to ths trench, threw flower stems had come out, bnt up to clean and perfect in conditionas thoiq
stronger and strongerfor glory.”
either for or against it. Americans who a big stone on him, and cut him up with
the end of June it had not yet blos- it had only been the few days neoessn
As his end drew immediately near are here of course patronize it very lib
a knife, which they afterward hid in a somed. The American aloe, according ly required for its transmission. It hi
tears of joy filled his eyes, before which erally, as well as the English, lie
garden. The boy murderers were sen- to the English Cyclopaedia, has a period no marks upon it indicating that it hi
already seemed to pass visions of para- French, too, are getting rapidly initiated
tenced to ten years’ rigorous imprison- of
seventy years, according been
Ui from
jrum ten to
w Heveutj
oeen miSSeni.
ine qut
missent. The
question is, whs
dise, and he exclaimed: “It will not into the mysteries of American drinks.
imumm
to climate. “ When folly matured it pro- 1 has it been all this time ?
oriole

suffer patience until God order them
otherwise.
Think that perhaps it is better so for
thy trial and patience, without which all
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

leading dramatist. Oortschakoff would
Don’t forget to get that boy of yours a
Order of Publication.
do the benignant old man, yet keep one summer school suit, for three dollars and
OTATE
°P MICHIGAN:The Circuit Court for
eye on the appfoachesto the Baltic. Italy
kJ the Comity of Ottawa— In Chancery.
fifty ceuts, at the Cheap Cash Store of
can lead the clacque, so as to have her
Jane GaaweU,
E. J. HARRINGTON.
ComiUalnant,
hands warm and ready to reach up into
- _
Jasper
Caswell,
Young Man — Do you wish to make
the Tyrol, while France and Turkey, way

Saturday, July 27th, 1878.

vt.

BEAOONSFIELD'33L0SY.

;

Defendant.

at the foot of the cast, can play yourself a success? Then attend the
At a session of said court, held at the Court
be*vy aud light villain,’ tell dreadful sto- Grand Rapids Business College and Prac- House in the city of Grind Haven, on the 9th day for the past thirteen ycaff. It!fc^rxnb’:
gained a place in
Earl Beaconsfleld,and lias added a great
of July, 1878. Present:The Honorable Dan 3ries about the hero, and be snubbed for tical Training School. Send for College Arnold. Circuit Judge.
^A*Ed.1krr;.^,rpi'‘nd '‘uw ihf
demonstration of popular enthusiasm to
their pains. Bismarck will certainly play Journal, containingparticulars.22-3w
the experience of a remarkable life. None,
Jasper Caswell. Is not a resident of this State, bn
something great. To act as prompter
A nice lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75 Is a resident of tho Htate of Oregon,and that no
perhaps, but bitter party opponents will
throughout a long play is not a part to
service of process can bo made on him lor that
cents per yard just receivedat
endeavor to belittle the tribute thus paid
reason.
Of subjects^ to please every member of a housesatisfy a great actor, even although ho
On motion of Messrs. Lowing A Cross, solicitors hold—ths domestic stofy for the mother, the
to a man who, from the ordinary position
E. J. HARRINGTON.
charming love-tale for the daughters,the more
does it from the head of a big table and in
tor me complainant,rr is ordiuk: , that the said
--of a commoner, has risen by adroitness,
defendant,Jasper Caswell, cause his appearance dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for
full view of the audience.
A fine lot of Summer Shawls just re in mis canse to be entered within ore hundred older readers, and then we have stirring adventure
skill, genius and aucacity to be the first
days from the date of this order, and In case of for the boys and lalry-talesfor the children.
ceived at
-PPWMnce. ho cause his answer to complain- Habbertou. Howard, Robinson, De Forrest.
man in England, even if he shall be first
to" oue'faemees.

down

A

London has rejoiced over tho return of

-

for only a

little

while. England

-

E. J.

fairly

I beg leave through the News to say
handsome recognition to the man
to our farmers that another prosperous
who has made her influence so sensibly
harvest has arrived with its abundance of
felt in the councils of Europe, and the

owes

-

a

A Fine White Dress
of

E. J.

markets will teem with the golden grain.

volved himself in some queer contradic-

&!!.».*

Shirt the best in

the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store

grain to reward you; labors, aud soon our

debt is not less if in doing so he has in-

ant s bill to be filed and a copy thercol to be served Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas. Ktta \V.
on the complainant's
solicitorswithin twenty days Herce and other eminent writters.are Its regular
after the service of a copv of the complainant's
bill
tr “ud of ar« verv
and notice of this order; and in default thereof. . ed- *1 h® Illustrationsare profuse aud they are
all beautifulshort storiesextremely Interesting aie
bI ,hB '“ld completedIn each number, while Biographies. Ad
** further ordered ; that within twenty ventures. Essav8, Fun, Travels.Natural History.
jys the said complainantcause a notice of this n^Hn.d8’Anecdotes.Science, etc , make this pubbu Pub,,8h‘:d'n »he Holland Citt News, lication one of the most entertaining in existence
a public newspaper, published and circulating in

HARRINGTON.

o

HARRINGTON.

and should Her Majesty confer a This year shows a vast improvement in
our grain growing country. Note the imdukedom on her dlstinguised Minister it
provements of the past five years. When
may be safely said that there are but a
I first commenced to buy and ship grain
very small number of those high honors
tial services rendered.

may

duke he

Indeed,

fairly look

if

down upon

opments and growth

majority of the holders of such titles os
the inheritors of honors far less worthily

is

But surely the

in

Lowmo 4

improvementhas

H. W.

been steady, until now enough good grain

gained.

grown in our

VERBEEK

.

Alle.t:A.^

hi
pnge.s, issued weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of

TBictT™"™'

Ciinsn,

K«n,nldT <

/AN

Ninth. 6c River Streets.

Fore,«n Subjects:Poetiy;
FashionableIntelligence;Personal Chit Chat:
"?aUr,,00D^? tbe Follies aud Foibles of
V®p8rk/8,°r,?,rth’etc - etc. Frank Ltelh',
s Jounwf is the most beautiful of iill the
l| 8h°u,d be fonnd on the table of

r^

Saturday last two small pass-books,somowh®re °n Harrington’s Dock, or near Roost's

.

dren 8 VV,ire: U8cru‘ information
Select Stories; Beauiiful Illub-

ttnn

LOST!

LOST!

midst to supply two large

MT

I,'lbll‘hl“sHu"#c'

FRANK LESLIE’S LADY’S JOURNAL,

& CO.

mills in this city, one in Zeeland, and one

whirligig of time is a

A true oopy

supply home trade. Since then devel-

to

the

c„»n,e„ig$;NAAK?: armU

A 3STEW STORE!

paltry market, with barely enough grain

made a

B'v™

p™iri,^TrhT.tt;cb.?l0r”,lu!ilrao *bpv,,

in this city (five years ago) then only a

that have been conferred for more substan-

.wE.ytft7nh.eJrteb”^,l“«'

nnwi N°!lnty of 0t,awa>«nd that said notice be
publishedonce in each week for six successive
week*, or that he cause a copy of this order to he
personally served on the defendant,Jasper Cas-

tions;

evtrv

in Fillmore, and three grain warehouses,
Hbnufj^S'wKdSd0”'rat'‘r”1'"(,lw Mme'111 b'
making
flva places in this city where
id po«p.id\°cent»"c"w;
son to know the fact than Earl BeaconsR. T. ROGERS.
In opening this store we open tho finest and
21 -4w
farmers can unload and receive the cash
(Captain of tho propeller Rogers.)
F,RANK,JL??JLIE’8 POPULAR MONTHLY has
Krture
8Sre ,n 0t,awa c“- ai«i re-iHCt
field, who in his own history has had exmade rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
fnlly Invite our old customers to come and exfor their grain. Certainly a pleasant
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
perience of all its swift passages from high
great machine, and no one has better rea-

to low

and from low

to high

marketing prospectfor our farmers.

in political

a pleasant

prosperity and popular favor. Only a few

h»i*fUbi8i^Ck

?r,K00?s’co»8l«‘tlngof the finest

tS.KdH?f furDit,,r‘-‘to the cheapest.In-

grain, and of the

many

earnest arguments

who

were

and new beginnersin the productionot

grain

I

was not professedlyand openly, opposed

have had with the farmers,

for the general markets,as well as myself.

coldly on important parts of his diplomacy.

MARY

bought everythingnew we can sell lower
w ith a small profit, than old stock can be sold “at
COol.

Will make TRI-

England were divided between We need steady improvement, and gradual
those who hated and denounced his ly that day is drawing near when we will A
rank equal with any market in our State
thoughts, words, purposes and acts and
and
become known as a grain growing
those who acknowledged that they could
corner of the Peninsula State, which was
not see or comprehend the wisdom of his
only known as a howling wilderness a few
course, but deprecateda too harsh judgyears ago. Now broad acres of golden
ment. Liberalswere severe, even fierce
in their judgments, and conversatives, grain meet our view in every d.rection,
amazed at the revelations of the Schouva- and the city of Holland is bound to become
a marktt, with its strong competitions,
off memorandum, had not a word to say
which will tend to keep prices of grain at and
in his favor. Even the English journals

complete stock; come and
see for yourself.

'

Remaining Proprietors

of

the

received are

make

filled

with articles that

half hearted excuses to the country

for the concessionswhich England’s representatives in the Congress had

made

Kussia, and on the day on which

we

these latest expressions

of

all

kinds

Doo.,
H.

W.

VERBEEK &

Co.

Holland, Mich.. July 25, 1873.

to

healthy and remunerative price

a

to

incur market,

well cleaned grain

GROH,

WEEKLY TRIPS between

HOLLAND

&

CHICAGO

M5|

BOMm,

FRANK

LESLIE’S SUNDAY

MAGAZINE i-

a beautiful work. It will interest educated and
Will leave Harrington’s Dock every
cultivated minds as well as the most ordinary
reader. It is the only Sunday magazine published
In this country. Every number has 128 pages fllbd
with the most select and fascinating literature
rangingfrom the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. f’
Deems, pastor of the Church of the Strangers), to
stirringTa^s, genera! Topics and Essays. Poetry.
-Music, Inn, Science. History,etc., in great vaP “V ,(!Jrr1Ive in Chicago next morn- r ety. Each copy of this Magazine has ItiO exquiJBe eneravings of the most Interesting
uicicciiiif'Liinrnci
character.
Oock'a, (’hfcago?every L''"",r 4 A,hw'8 It has reacheda circulation and prosperity such
7 such as
ODake it one of tho marvelsof periodicalllteratu
iterature.

Monday, Wednesday and

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

Tuesday, Thursday and*
SATURDAY EVENINGS,

...

- ___

Inpndeed

h|auiiful

n

work. Buy
iy
nre

Animanfcr8“'^**°P'C8

dr1^10"

DUa
dress
orders

Frank

•t.®

and enables the dealers to pay the highest

British opinion

H.

At 7 o'clockp. m. to arrive at Holland, next
r?“r"in«
.(except Saturday evening, when
the boat will delay her departare till the close of
public amusements.)

them,

get
price, and with the competing buyers

how

^eeP ourselves preparedto do

that weU cleaned grain, at all times, brings

that the mail has to give us the telegraph

It and
it
and see
see for
cents, am

only

** y *’S cent'‘’ and
Ffice only t3, P08t Pa,d- Ad

Leslie’s Publishing House,
537 Pearl Sireet, New York.

0-2Gw

Mothers Read This *'?r

now

will be

Loudon are in the
sought after with advance prices.
air in wild rejoicings of welcome for the
I conclude by saying that I shall buy
great leader whose unexampled achieve and pay cash for grain, and hope to
ments have done such unspeakable honor live to see the success of our shipping
market. Thanking you for your patronto England’sinfluence abroad. Conservatells

“re Prep,aredt« man»f«'tnre furnitureto order
can afford lo sell common ware very cheap.

!

where.
I wish to remark to our farmers here,

E

.

1

equal to the highest prices any-

JVT

best living writers. Every departmentof literature Is represenlated
in its columns. The amount
of instruction, entertainmentand amusement afforded by the articles,essays, stories,and general
miscellanycontainedIn the 128 quarto pages cf
each number of this publication has been well anpreciated Every copy of the “Popu ar Monthlyis embellished
with over 100 beautiful illustrations
Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind in exist
ence, and at tho same time one of the most select
and universally welcome, It must contmne to increase in public favor, aud rank with the publisher s Sunday Magazlne-thehighest among all our
American monthlies. It is published on the !5tli
of each month. Price. 25 ceuts a number; 8uVscription,$3, Dost paid, per year. Address vour
orders to trank Leslie. 537 Pearl Street,New York

1878i

CAPTAIN SNYDER,

S!1!81E PASSAGE,

mcEisrrx:
Planing Mill,

last

A

Very Low Prices.

Parties in

all times

1878.
S T E

back over

to look

the five years of experience in handling

days since England regarded him with
dubious mood, and even the party that
to all his operationslooked askance

thought to me

Snd

It is

and passage, and further particulars
tPP I ‘‘i. J-.H"rrinK»on.Holland, Mhh.. and
La* ier A Asher s Dock,
14-tf

all the hats of

Chicago.

If yon want a sale sure and reliable medicine
your chldren. for diarrhoea,flux, summer rommer complaint, dysentery, and all diseasessimilar

HATS

and CAPS.

for

to that— use

DR.

BOOTS A SHOES.

SCHOUTEN’S

We

have just received from

a splendid stock

of the

New

York,

latest styles of

age.

tives that but a day or two since were cold

and
and

dissatisfiedare
liberals that

now wild with

I

were in ecstasies are

HATS AND CATS,

remain truly vours,

joy,

J.'E.

HIGGINS.

A

si-

for Ladies’ and

You must Cure that Cough.

lent with chagrin.

Hundreds of Mothers will testifyas to the value
of this preparation, not only in the above named
complaints,but In so many diseasesto which

With Shiloh’s ConsumptionCure you
And how has Beaconsfleldwrought this
change? How has he justifiedthe delight can cure yourself. It has established the
fact that Consumption can be cured, while
of his admirers and supporters* Simply
for Coughs, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough,

CHILDREN CRY FOR

.

•

modern statesmen.
It must be acknowledged that popular

for sale at a bargain, at the

Cheap Cash Store of

at

the

E. J.

.Have you Dyspepsia,are you constipa
ted, have you a Yellow skin,
..... , L<
Loss of Appetite, Head Ache, if so, don’t fail to use
outbursts of enthusiasm have their comic
Shiloh’s System Vitalizer.It Is guaranaspect
teed to relieve you, and will you continue
to suffer when you can be cured on such
BEHIND THE SCENES.
terms as these. Price 10 cts. and 75 cts.
Sold by D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W.
Since the curtain fell at ^Berlin upon the Van Putteu and J. O. Doesburg.
most prominent European play of the seaWells’ Persian Perfume “Hackraetack”
son there has been considerableastonishis rich and fragranttry it. Sold by D
ment among the spectators, and “the more R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van Putten and
they thought the more the wonder grew.” J. O. Doesburg.

ERRORS

E.J HA

(R(BI JfGTO J7.

r.

during the run of the piece. He is

part

MATERIAL
“issr ie

Job
Our

•

We

w s”

a

CAPTAIN

facilities for

Job

Print-

all

times prepar-

WILL BE AT

HOLLAND, City Hotel, from 8

1
r

Monday, July 29th. nntll 8

Block, Grand Rapids.

Additional focal.

of excursions.

SPECIAX PARTIES
be accommodated on short notice, for the
small sum of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them dowi
to the mouth of Black Lake in the morning, leav
ing them there and bring them back in the even
ing, or any time desired. I am also prepared U

SUNDAY SCHOOL

PICNICS,

Having a barge suitable for that purpose, to ir<
out on Lake Michigan, or to be taken to any de
aired point, and brought home at the time agreer
upon. For such large picnics, however, tfmel\
notice will be necessaryfor preparation.

ALL KINDS OF

JOB PRINTING

Terms very Reasonable.
F.
Holland, June

BROUWER,
1,

1878.

Captain.

17-3m

Promptly and Neatly
IN

SWEET’S HOTEI

THE

T.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
H. LYON, Proprietot

-

money

buy

you owe us, that

paper.
if

it

takes

;

JN

Special Annotmcemenl

C0MMEKCIAL
FEINTINO

m. on

m, Tuesday, Jnly

8U.

RAPIDS,

I

__________

Remember,

p.

p.

Rathbun House, on the
oays of every month. Addreas, Dr.
J. C. Kennedy, Rathbun Houae, Grand Rapids,
Mich., with stamp.

the great actors of other days suggest a

Wacht am Kheln” or an
“The Flying Dutchmau” as
among the probabilities.In such event
Disraeli aud Andrnssy might support the

R BROUWER

We

the hero— some monster benefit perfor- not fail to please.
mance, with Germania as sole beneficiary.
F. W. WURZBURG,
Nobody knows exactly what the play Canal street, corner Bronson, Grinneil’s

revival of “Die

winter,

accommodate

who

adaptation of

F.

refitted last

Can

who

will be, but the incomplete triumphs of

!

Hereby informs the public that he is prepare*

m ed to execute

I'm

and

!

TWI-LIG-IEIT

Office.

and we are at

our various depart-

do

What

-

CO.

Louis, Mo.

Si.

THE STEAMER

receiving quantities

just as well stocked at present

CHAMBERS &

EXCURSIONS

ing are unequaled in this city,
We are day by day
New Goods and

m

Having been rebuilt and

mm

a

J. H.

THE

WURZBURG’S.
ments are

v

»

Just Received at

Ih-c ui* wmjHj’ known ns lb* -uij •iui|«t
reliablet avsllng ThysMUu. HU re| iiiHtion
as
they
were
a
month
ago.
was so trifling as to call neither for praise
haa been acquired by l.-.iiMf,Mr Hmlinr and jenw
of successfulpracticein the tre iinientof all • hmnlr
nor abuse. Indeed, except in the trifling
We are buying every description of Dry Disease* and Def miitles ns a specliilty,Dne* Hot
entr'acte of dog drama which he rendered Goods very cheap, and selling them for claim to be Infallibleor to know everything, or to
everyMjr; but doe* claim tli<t ‘a large Mint
with the reluctant co operation of Oort- lower prices than have been offered at extensive piaciire and nii|wmlleiMl -ud e* , as evidence to sue tain It, Uthe l*est proof ol n physician’*
schakoff, he seems to have done no acting since 1800.
•kill. He treats annually from five t. six thousand
at all, but officiated merely as prompter.
do business on
square, honest peraoni Kxi«-ii*hce la worth everything Know!
®dg» gained from treatlnand curing tliniiaandeof
It is impossible to believe that so brilliant principle, having every article marked in caaee enables him to know the cause and the remedy needed. He never injured a human tieing |»f
a “star” would have been content with plain figures, and never deviating from the excewive drugging, nr deetiMysd a life by ex perl
such
position. Stars don’t
such fixed price under any circumstances;thus meat and It i* not necessaryto change diet or
occupation ahlle undor hi* tre 'tnmui.
things, except at benefits, and this was doing away with the necessity of weariIf your are afflict*!Htib ]if*-«.*, «f the Eye*,
laia, Head, Heart, Thu, at, Lungs, ('he»t,8 me,
not an entertainmentof that kind; for some barter and insuring to each and Ltvef, Stomach, Tlowels, Kidney*, 1 eneio Urlna y
those
were most needy got nothing, every customer an equal share of honest Organa, Brain, Nerve*, It ne*. .loin’a, 1) Mrmitiea
Malformation*, Catarrh, llheiimatiein.
Sir a Ulcers
while those
deserved nothing got valnfe.
Tn*oiT Cancers. Blood or Skin, and all perauti
thAt are troubled »|th any ailment i>r iumtivenleiice
most. ,
went on behind the scenes
never advertise trash, and when we of any name nr netnm. am invitedto call and inve*
has not been made known to the audience, quote a price lor goods of any kind the tlgate l-efom they abandon pope.
Candid In opinion, leiiwmalde in charge*, and
but it seems utterly out of the range of public may feel assured that the articles will not nrge nr pnieonde von to b-ke itenfiiieiti,
•»d no one will las Heated unle** them ia a
probabilitiesthat the manager was not are quite up to our representation.
liong nrolxii-llltyol a cure or peniiaiteulbenefit.
really atudying his company, with a view
We treat everybody with polite attention Make interrogNtionand d c|d« for yoiimelfUon
Mltatlon Irias. MctLrine* Caeli don’t aak Aw
to some coming play in which he is to be and mark our goods at such prices as can- wadtt

own

AN

Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the othe
contributors.
. w. w . We
w
being the Publishers,
O, niau
and vaai
en
ploying no middle men are able to give direct t<
Canvassersthe largest commissions. Sell Rapid
ly. For terms and circulars. Addresi,

for all kinds

and success, the “leading man” for that of
particular line of acting, yet his

X

-

ac-

knowledged to be, by right of experience

the ED

Agent Wanted.
Phe best book ever publisher
publial
Theljest
on Romanism. Contributed b\

ablest Divines of thediflerer
Catholic the
Denominations. Illustratedwit
CHURCH*
-------- Fine Steel Engravingsof Bishop

was Bismarck's own play; he provided

the house aud boarded the whole company

HARRINGTON.

Cheap Cash Store of

back

orS

over as the greatest of

Also,

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargain

IT.
doing at Berlin that which these ad- Asthma, and all other diseases of Throat
and
Lungs,
is
absolutely
without
an
equal,
mirers and supportershave sworn should
It does not only check diarrhoea,dysentery, sumnever be done while England had a man Two doses will relieve>our child of Croup, mer complain,etc., but It cures griping ana wind
it is pleasant to take and perfectly harm- colic, regulates the bowels, correctsncidl'v and
or a shilling with which to oppose it. less to the youngest child, aud no mother irregularitiesof the stomach, bowels ard liver,
Desperately has England fought for half a can afford to be without it. You can use quiets the nerves, allays internal irritation,invigorates tne
the digestive organs, and gives tone to
twn thirda nf a K«nlc nnA
'igoraies
century to oppose the dismantlingand dis- two nurds ol a bottle and if what we say the whole system. It helps nature by assisting
membering of the Ottoman Empire, and her 18 not true we will refund the price paid. ,leDt,t,01n-aldin«digestion and checkingthe gren
Price, 10 cts. 50 Cl8. aud 111. 00 ner bottle ! ^ac'Iat,loD8which are so troublesomeand dangerPremier goes to Belin, agrees to such dis- If your lungs are ,nr„
or
*•>
R. A. SCHUUTEN, M. D.
memberment, signs England’s consent for lame use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold 84-fim
Holland,Michigan.
by D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van
it, makes England elaboratelya party to
Pullen aud J. O. Doeshurg.
it, and when he comes home is hurrahed

tr

Gentlemen.

Rubbers, Slippers

children are subject.

by

It

complete stock of Boots and Shoes

LAND WANTED.

Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange

Offlc

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICE LISTS,

'

CARDS,

*

TA OS, Ac

The undersigned desiresto announce to tt
public in general, that he Is now the sole propii
tor of inis well-known and popular hotel, an
that he will hereafter give his petsonal attentio
to the managementof the house and the want
of his gnestf. The house has been refittedand r
furnished, and now offersthe best of accommod;
tions to the travelingpnblic. It contains 180 ham
some and commodions rooms, fifty of which ca
be had with board at $2.00 per day, and the r
malrder at the usual price, Having conductedth
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the part si:
teen years, and thahkfulfor former patronage,tb
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled l
any public house in the State, the tables are sa]
plied with ail the markets afford, and careful atlci
Hon Is given by all employees,
Hoping to receive a liberalpatronagefrom tr
traveling public, which will be duly appreciate
by the

proprietor. T. H. LYOK.

The

lotting*.

The
Gold

youngest daughter of Mr. E. J.

A Large and Fine

Mr. Wm. Butkau

is

having his house

The Plugger Mill

new

fa receiving

The

peach crop around South Haven
Artificial

promises an abundant yield.

ly running this

Wm. Dekker and P. Vinke
home on Tuesday

last

returned

from Detroit.

Barnum’s immense menagerie and circus will exhibit in Chicago next week.

in several

hap we mentioned

week, continuesto

last

do first-rate.

The law restoring capital punishment'

nothing to do

in Iowa went into operation on the Fourth

her nose, said “I

shaping it. It was

in

continued poor health.

to

where in the woods around Black Lake

becoming the fashion. Get your

is

tent

ready.

postmaster informs us that the

mails for Chicago and the West will here-

and at

after close at 11:45 A. M.,

7:30

M.

P.

and see what the PessinksBrothers

offer

you. They have a

new

ice chest,

got up for the business.

The

past, will branch out for himself and start

are three

and resumes his old position at Mr. Har- next autumn.

Mr.

II.

Walsh’s grain elevator

mence buying grain on

hundred applications

ination at

Washington for two vacant as-

is nearly

navy.

paymastershipsof the

We

are informed that

lute

Rev. Dr. Stew,

!spectfullyrequested to return the
|o

same

Mr. Henry Baum.

we could not learn, died from the

much

drinking loo

effects of

during the hot
-«•»-

Rev.

Wm. M.

spell, at

Paddy’s description of a fiddle— It w
Drenthe/ Uie shape of a turkey, and the size of

J

-- -

(Joplin and family will

leave town next week for a

two weeks

goose; he turned

it over

its belly with a ssldick,, and
an qc
St. Patrick! how it did squ
iurikL^

Mr. F. H. Hendriks, of
uf

J

the VflHfge
Vilrui of

Petoskey, His

pulpit will be supplied Zeeland, got a bad cut on bis knee, by
during his absence.
falling accidentally on a cradle. Although

The Beach Brothers,commission merchants in grain and produce, have moved

the wound is not deemed dangerous, he
will be laid up for a few weeks.

into the large and capacious store, formerly occupied

by Mr. F.

Slooter,

on

the

corner of Fish and Eighth streets.

The

building of the addition to the dry

that Messrs. Yerbeek & Co., have
store-

room; what arc the citizens going to do

good and well apwould pay in the fu-

for a public hall? A

pointed public hall

ture just as well as it did in the past.

Dr. J. C. Kennedy will be in town
again on

Monday and

Tuesday next, and

be found at the City Hotel. Those

being under his treatment,or those wishing to consult him will do well to

The

seems

to

have lost its

grip. On Sunday last we had

a

-

have commenced the framework of

the

-

very cool

breeze, and ever since the winds have

has intimated to
visit this

country

office is

shoulder and bruised her head

manner that she died from
Wednesday last.

iu

such a

the effects on

It

was seventeen years ago

last

Sunday

so rapidly does time fly— that the firs
Bull Run battle was fought, and yet there
are a good many Southern and Northern
newspapersthat have not forgottenthat
event, nor the events that followed. Well,

A South Carolina negro says of Wade
Hampton: “Fo* de Lawd! but ebery time
dat man opens his mouf I feels dut I am
an’ gittin’ de

kinks out’n

ha’r!”

the neighboring village of Graaf-

schap, are going to build

While Mr. Henry Van Dam was

o'

rabbit hunting,at Drenthe, on Saturda;
last, he accidentally shot

of

abdomen. While

in the act of

got caught and caused the discharge.

He

lived until Sunday morning,

when

brickstorc

them

of their old quarters, and they have

climb- resolved

gun

new

ness of this firm is fairly driving

himself throng]

ing over a fence the' hammer of his

a

54x26 feet. The steady increase ot bus-

!t

the

to

put up

a

good building, that

ou it, and received in reply a gaping
wound of six inches in length. Cradles

A

The

8T.,

Specialty.

KUXTE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

D R

National Greenback parly is

VAN RAALTE.

K.

6-18w

W. &

H.

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK’S

be-

ginning to work with considerablespirit
this

county, and we see posters are out

From and

for a mass meeting, on Tuesday, July 30th

addressed by Messrs. G. F. Richardson

NO.

22

lives and the spectators by

after this date,

intend to devote to this line

RIVER STREET,

trade the necessary attention]

Holland, - - - Michigan

and will keep on hand a coi

and O. R. L. Crosier.

of White Granil

The above flm make a *peclaltyof custom work,
Goarantee satisfaction.Their price* *rc low

plete stock

[enough to compete with anv honee In the city.
i They keep conatantly or hand a choice varietyoi
3iles and Children shoes and galtera.

and C. C. Ware.

liritig

neatly done

and

A
those

Short Notice,

throwing three

W. A H.

liberal deduction

at

ELFKRDINK.

who buy

sets or in largi

quantities.

itreams of water at the same time about

20 feet higher than the City Hotel
The trial gave good sayfefaction.This
practice of fire cotaparyCs is very useful
and good, and fa\BiHHrizes the firemen
with every detail of tn| workiugof their ap
paratus. How wo/Jut do fdr our merhants
:e
if

to

club

Rockingham and

FOR BALK.

Ware

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing aome SOObearlng
grape vlnea, 100 Currant bushes; Strawberries;
Peart), Apple. Quince, Chestnut, Mnlberry,Appricot. Cherry and Peach trees in bearing.
No money required down inquire or
J.

g. J.

vaarwerk.
1877.

VAN LANDEGEND,
I have engaged the services of

offer prizes

or twice j^/year, fortoe best display

Joslin&Breyman, Mr.
Who

CLEARED.
July 19-Prop. M. Groh, Chicago. 200 brl* headings
1

m

r

r ties. 8 ra ft

23— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 1
p r ties, 45
brls headings, 50 m staves, 10 brl
flour, 4t brls grease, 4 m ft oak
timber.
24—
McMillan, Saugatuck,lot of building
material.
25M. Groh, Chicago, 40 m ft lumber,
40 cds bark.

m

is a

City,

practical cutter ant

cloths, Cassimeres, of the lat<

oak lumber.
m ft oak

“

New York

and am now preparet
to make up suits according th<
latest styles and fashions.
In this connection I havt
purchased a stock of Broi

“
“

20— 8chr. Wollin, Milwaukee, 45

Gri:

tailor,

“

“

A.

J.

of

clear-

Jaly 19— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 500 bu corn, 1 ba’.e
broom corn 24 pkgs sundries.
July 20— Scbr. Wollin, Kenosa,light.
23— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 8 brl sugar, 25
pkiis md*e.
24- Prop. McMillan,Saugatuck,light.
25— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 56 pkgs mdse.

“

Yellow

large supplies.

in

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

Holland. Mich. Jannarv 1. 1878.

t^etbe^nd

efficiencyirfid agility.

dispatch from Paris, dated July 23d,

Watchmakers

Spring styles, and will guarani
Jf Jewelers, tee a perfect fit. Prices
sonable.

dealers in

“
“

In spite of the old and in

fraudulent cry

of

point with no

little

growth of this

city, in

many

instances

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, Call soon and take the
choice, at the
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

fii

Cheap Cash Store of

"hard times,” wc can

E. J.

pride to the steady

B&GHRIflQTOM

enterpriseas well

as otherwise. This week another large
once prevented double brick store was thrown open to the
a severe case of hydrophobia by simply public by H. W. Yerbeek & Co., on the
Another fine excursion will be given getting on the fence and waiting patiently corner of Ninth and River streets. This
on Wednesday, the 81st day of July, by till the mad dog had passed. Many a is In fact a re opening of a business by

Spurgeon

Gee’s Brass Band, on the brand new steam-

EIGHTH

says that he

noble housewife could

have

prevented this firm which was closed up by the dis

Importer of

All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall lutae of (Sold Pens.

Grand Haven and re- having soggy, sour biscuits if she only bad astrous fire of ’71. The store is a handRepairing Neatly and Promptly
turn. Tickets 50 cents. It will be seen
used Smith’s saleratusmade by the new some two-story brick, whose architecture
at once that the price is very low, and will
Holland, March 24,
process. It is always full weight, uniform and finish of which is an honor to the

English and Scotch Ales,]
—

AND

—

er R. C. Brittain, to

1878.

undoubtedly draw to

itself all

the friends in strength and the best In the world.

Band and a good boatride on Lake
Michigan. The profits of the arrangeThe International Monetary Conferments, if any, will be applied on the pay- ence, to settle the relations of gold and
ment of the Band uniforms. Tickets for silver to each other in the world’s trade,
sale at the City Hotel, Joslin & Breyman’s is set to meet in Paris the 10th of next
jewelry store, and of the members of the month. The nations which have accepted
of the

Band.

The Grand Haven

the invitation of the United States to this

firm and

skill of the

mechanics

who

Executed.

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,
In bulk and In Bottle.

6— ly.

No. 100 Monroe Street,

exe-

nTQT

businessyon can engage In. $5 to $20
made any worker of either

(Stand Bapldit Ktab*

sex, right in their own localities. Partlcnlarsand samples worth $5 free. Improve your
furniturethan has ever before been dis- spare time at this business. Address Stinson
8-lv
played in this county in any one building, Co., Portland,

Also Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W.
of Ktn end Minor streets, Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert Smith, has succeeded in making and Introducing an Ale, which be calls “India Pale Ale,'*
and has succeededso well that It ii highly recommended ya a tonic fur weak persoas.

cuted it. Both

floors will be

used

to dis-

play a larger and more beautifulstock of

D

CO

I

Per

Maine.

and we can safely say, without boasting,
that they excel, in size of building,in
beauty, and in amount of stock on hand.

congress up to date are France, Belgium, This firm has the advantage of being

man-

Farm
I will eel]

A

cor.

for Sale.

el
„ acre*
________
ighty
of splendid clay A splendid

from
and school house,
soil, six miles

stock of Cigars

and

this city

°tuer liquors always on hand.
at a bai0 ___ , _
Switzerland,Italy, Greece, Holland, Aus- ufactureisto a large extent, and will be
I nnrtinllv
Imnrnvprl
Alan
10-tf
of
this
land
is
partially
improved.
Also
tria, Russia and England. Germany and' enabled to sell as low as anybody, and un40 acres of unimprovedland in the TownCounty Convention: “A National Green- other Powers are expected to be on hand
doubtedly draw to them again a large ship «f Fillmore. Inquire of
back County Conventionwill be held at when the time comes.
Nmonnt of customers who used to deal
M. D. HOWARD.
the Court House in the city of Grand
wiib them before the fire. In a few days
Haven, on Tuesday, August 0th, next, at
Late on Monday night, or rather very all the details will be arranged and a panDetroit and Milwaukee
11 o’clock, a. m., for the purpose of nom- early on Tuesday morning we were the
orama of the latest styles and most beautij i
inating candidates for the several county lucky recipientsof a beautifulserenade
ful designed furniture will be spread beoffices, and appointing delegatesto the by three sweet singing young ladles, acfore the gaze of an admiring public.
Congressional Conventionto be held at companied by two young gentlemen.The
MICHIGAK.
Wm. H. Kirkland, Proprietor.
River street will certainly be enlivenedby
Grand Rapids, on the 8th day of August night was very calm, fine moonlight,
the opening of such a business house, aodj
Does a general Banking,Exchange, and Collecnext, and to transact such other business balmy, and just suited for lovers wandertion business. Collections made on all point* in
we wish them abundant success. — See
the United States and Europe, Particniar attenas may properly come before the Conven- ings. The singing was very sweet, and
The beet accommodation for the travelling pub- tlon paid to tbe collectionsof Banka and Banker*.
their new advertisementin another
tion. Each township of the County will we understand that several more families
Remittances nude on tbe day of payment. All
•
lic can always be found, night or day, at tha
Newt-Journal pub-

lishes the followingcall for a

!

Makes Custom Work

my

STOCK.

lumber.

says: “A grand trial of reapers in conThe steady increase of demand for Dr.
nection with the Exposition took place
R. A. Schouten’s Compound Syrup of
to-day at Mormant. There were fortyRhubaib, and its almost daily recommend
three competitors,and the McCoimick
it receives from mothers who are wearing
reaper, of America, won the first prize.
their lives away by troublesome babies,
A grand banquet was subsequentlygiven
seems to us a safe indicator that the mediby parties interested, and America was
cine is a very good one and fast becoming
highly complimented.
popular. It should be in every family.—
See advertisement.

Gome and examine
J.

1

produce.

are no reapers, but they will cut.

will meet the requirementsof their flour-

ishing business.

he e

pired, leaving a wife and five children.

inds of farmer’s

life,
Mr. J. Ossewaarde, of Zeeland, also
trjecj efficieDCyuf a crtt(i|e|by falling

make the weather it takes some time to smooth red-handed
delightful.On Thursday the sky was War’s wrinkled front.
The followingare the arrivalsand
cloudy and the barometer indicated
ances up to Friday morning:
changes, and on Friday morning we had a
Messrs. Epping & Gezon, general dealARRIVED.
ers, at

Of the neateststyles and best qualitieswhich
offer cheaperthan anybody else.

pay the highest market
rice for hides, hams, and all
I

been sufficientlycool to

refreshing rain.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Fresh and Salted Meats.

ended.

Columbia Fire Co. No. 2, turned out
An old lady by the name of Mrs. Dekker n Tuesday evening last to try to throw
aged about 70, was struck by the mail tkree streams from their engine. They
train, going to Grand Rapids, on Satur- Uf)k water on the corner of Eighth
d Market street, and astonished themday lust, a few miles from this city. The
concussion broke her arm, dislocatedher

E

T

TJ I

Boots and Shoes

For the belt kind of

superstructure. \

time. For further particulars see

hot weather

K

house of Cappon, Bertsch & Co’s tannery at Bosnian’s old store, on Eighth street,
at 7:30 o’clock, when the people will be
is progressingnicely. The stone founda-

remem.

advertisementin another column.

1

couple of years hence, when his present

iu

tion is so far finishedthat the carpenters

occupied their hall for a furniture

a

OF —

— —

-««•»

Marshal McMahon

my

on its back and

rubbed

vacation and rest, and intend to sojourn

---

turnin’ whiter

buttermilk,

Mich.
last week,

DEALER IN

-

being plentier.

books term of

^ borrowed of him during his lifetime, are

a mao, whose

Meat Market

and many became bankrupt. This
season all are doing a good business, mon-

the 5th of next

still in their possession

have

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

fit,

Gen. Grant that he may

Such friends of the
art, as

Call at the

Last season few circuses made any pro-

month.

competitiveexam-

for permits to enter the

her the

Holland, Mich., Aug. SO 1877.

law.

Ex Senator John A. Logan has an•
Mr. C. B. Wynne, who has been to nounced that he will take the stump Id
Kansas (to make a fortune), has returned Illinois for the Republicanstate ticket

regular meeting of the W. C. T. U.

There

will

CALLANp_SEE

--

rington. Welcome home, Con!.

bers are requested to be present.

Now

We keep constantlyon hand the belt kind of
stock, and also a nice varietyof design*. Letter
ing done In Uie English, Holland and German Ian.
gu««e«, a» deitred

Work

Hope Church on Wednesday of completed,and he expects to be ready for
each week, at 3 o’clock, p. in. All mem- the farmers in a few days. He will com- ey

at

A Complete assortmentof Childreo’a and Infanta’
shoes for flail and winter, and a fall line of
Ladies' and Gentleman'swear.

List of letters remaining in the Post
US.
Gen. Lee’s tomb at Lexington, Va., is office at Holland, Mich., July 25, 1878:
I am now selling the Howe hewing Machine,
no longer guarded night and day by the Austin Fitch, Andrew Haight.
All
Warranted and and
will henceforth keep it for aale at my store.
cadets, as the lear of its desecrationis not
Wm. Verdkek, P. M.
Peddlingmachinea with wagons has been abollahed
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
Prices Low.
now entertained.
ate too low to admit of any expenso In that way.
A bill prohibiting the sale of lager beer
Call In and get bargalna.
Mr. G. Koning, who has been engaged passed the New Hampshire Senate by a Glv# us a call before you order, and patI. HEROLD.
ronize your home industry.
for Blr. E. J. Harrington for some time close vote last Wednesday and is now a
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1677.

is held at

name

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

of

IK STOKE.

-

a fine array of temperance drinks,

call in

sistant

,

at

in the produce business.

For
can

remarkable.

multipliedlargely.

Fishino parties and camping out some-

Our

is

of Orange City, Iowa,
California salmon have been abun- She expects to realize an increase of
charge— probably owing dantly planted in Western rivers,and have $20,000,000on the receipts of last year.

Bulks,

all klads

Just received

HEROLD,

ONUMENTS E.
CEMETERY WORK
-And

birthday present.”

of July.

has resigned his

—

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

California’s wheat crop

Rev. 8.

Southern

& SHOES
—

Perkins, BOOTS

Manufacturer*af

cities.

A lady joking about
Mr. G. Hesselink, whose terrible mis-

&

dice

ice factories are successful-

summer

OF

CORNER CEDAR A EIGHTH STREETS.

veneered with red brick.
shingles on its roof.

1TEW— STOCK
—

operations next week.

Harrington is improving.

steady at 100^.

is

Threshing machines will commence

farmers all report wheat splendid.

Greenback

42-tf

Railroad Hotel,

banking.

cy

iii

piim

BANKER,
HOLLAKD, - -

Grand Haven, Michigan.

column.

be entitled to three delegates, the City of were softly and sweetly awakened from
above Hotel. The best imported liquors and
Golden machine, and Pbre Lard Oil, cigars always on hand.
Holland to six delegates, and the City of their slumbers on that night, and that the
always on hand, at the drug store of
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
Grand Haven to nine delegates.
general invitation was "call again.”
J. O. DOE3BURG.
Grand Havsk, April 10. 1878.

bnslneas Intrusted to me shall have prompt attentien. Interest allowed on time deaoelta, subject

check at sight Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
to

sold at

my

»-ly

"

office.

JACOB TAN PUTTEN.

i.

THE GKVMBLEK.

to have an invitationto the
House ”

He grumble* in th^ morning
On riaing from hi* bed.
He grumble* at bis breakfast

^

While spreading batter on hi* bread.
He grumble* at bla napkin,
He grumbles at ble knife.
He grumbles at the tablecloth,
And grumble* athis wife.
y.
He grumbles at the paper
While reading o’er the news,
He grumbles at the cobbler
W^en^ho^wiy %pair of shoes.
He armiiWee at Uft dock r-

When

there comes a littleshower.

He gambles at the children
When thej’re playing in the street,
He grumbles at the butcher *' J
At the way he cats the meat. He grumbles at bis littledog,
.

If

only wags

it

Its

i

r

.

!

>

C

gjSib#

'w. He

tall,

all.

He grumble* at us
He grumbles at the darknees '
When he has to light the gas,
And he grumbles at the matches—
The unhappy grumblingass.
He grumbles at the prices.
He grumblesat his stocm,
i

1

t

down

SnSJU

a glass apiece, saying

Who are standing in the aisle.
He grumblesat his daughter ' -T f \
When she wanu a little money,
,/
And he grumbles when she laughs
.At anything very ^unny. t
He grumbles at thsjri'h.man,^

.

vudgrumbles Stile-' poor,- 4

beggars

He grumbles in the shade.
He grumbles at his
When he’s gettingIn his coal,
He grumbleeat the cartman
Who dumps it down the hole.
He grumbles at a
stands beforethe door,
And he grumblesat a crumb of

a
l'

’

'

1

____

_

i
f

f

,

^

,

it

it

falls

bread

h

room,

HflrfnjfebUa fn hls */eep V
WhilThe’Slying In tils bed,
And I often fancy to myself
HeH grumble when he's dead.

i j

(

mate?

<

:

•

.
,

!

7

{,'•

4,T4imk HI, have a nap; it’s only
aboutAvJMoloblu I mnst; there’s an
hour wet. 4 I wonder where Tom is. It’s
my opinion Tom will drink too much or

.....

BINNING M PILOT.”

His train of thought was suddenly in' " “ Who-isBtaurtng^jilotthiB-cveniiig,”..terrnptedrAll at once It flashed upon
saiittie BHperiukudent-or “ boss, V -as him that he himself had been */ drugged”
} lie was call jS / ‘ • j5
inihe satoen.
‘Seth Martin,” was the foreman’s
“.That’s it ; what a thundering idiot I

S

?

0 A

'

4

ah! P He essayed to rise, but felt quite
“Tell him to come here, will jod? bewildered. He made hopeless atand hurry up 1” j
tempts to stand upright, but could do
The foreman hastened away, and nothing. He was as useless as a child
both he and Seth Martin mnst have but, worse than all, he was conscious ctf
44 spread, themselves,” as the former
his inability to do his duty. Ten o’clock
said, for in a few minutes the engipe-v
haijf’out; He struggled to his feet.

reply.

1

I

;

driver stood before his chief.
His head was spinning rbund, his feet
The gre^t man took a comprehensive were heavy as leaden weights. He
look at the engineer, who flinched not a
opened the sliding-door,but, ere he
muscle. His clear, steady eyes were as could descend, a blow from behind sent
blue as the sky; a handsome brown him flying into space— a splash, and
beard ornamented his face, which, albeit down he sank into a large pond containrather dirty, was full of characterand ing a Quantity of surplus water for the
determination.To use the popular ex- locomotive tanks.
pression, 44 he was pure gold down tc
At the same moment three men
bed rock.”
climbed up on the engine, and, with a
The superintendent,sataified with his low hut hfcariy chtipkle, started it out
scrutiny, nodded to the engine-driver,
frorntforsiSnS:
and Biii<Ji!
.
1 think we did that neat,” said the
, “There’s a specie train up out of
shortest of the party. “I didn’t listen
Collinsville to-night, Seth.”
to the boss for nothin’ this time. The
. 1 know that,’’ was the curt response. specie train will run after all, this time.
~ 44 And it will require close watching,”
Oh! they couldn’t catch me tripping.
continued the chief.
No, sir !” ........
.....
,
^j^’pose go— I kpow thg^’Jrrepeated
“The Savage will do the bridge, I
suppose, ” said another. He’s to work
'• ‘‘•Ton are" mighty ‘knowin* this .ovenon tfie np line, isn’t he?*’
ing,!’ said thn superintendent,smiling;
44 Ave, only on that side. Ye did that
44 but there is on6 thing yon don’t know,
Britisher pretty, I must sa^. He and
Sonny. . You don’t know that you are
Beth was kinder cautious,too.”
going to run pilot to that train.
1 mixed it strong,”said the other,
“Yes, I do,” replied the enginewith a savage laugh. “Did you settle
>

•

‘

’

44

44

.

.

4 4

44

driver.
44

Who

didn’t

in

know

thunder told you, then ? I
it myself till ten minutes

ago!”
1*YctU told

knew 4,”

me

the signals, Abe ?”

“Aye; telegraphed ourselves on
special, and

then out the wires and
smashed the instruments. We’re clear
this minute, then I now to Dartford City. What’s that ?”

replied Seth, smiling, and dis-

closing his white, even

boss.”

teeth. “I’m

he added, hastily, as the engine lurched
for a second and lifted.

“Only the points. We’re* out now.
We
can run easy, I s’pose. She won’t
• .•‘Seth Martin, you ought to be: a
Judge; your talents are thrqwn away bust, I hope. Here goes.”
on this hue. But listen; we’ve no time
The speaker, who knew a little about
ready,'

•I'l"

to split straws in chaff. There’s a very
festive gang of desperadoes hanging
about up Dartford way. They nearly
wrecked thp through Pacific, last week.
Fortunately,the passengers was handy
with their ahoo tin -irons and bullets was
•famin’ pretty thick, else there would
have been something unpleasant.”

’

' ‘‘JWa’al,” said the engine-driver,
| j/ | n [

\ v^head.”

engine-driving,turned on the steam and

went He turned his head
moment There’s something mov-

away they
for a

'

-

-*•- v

You bet!” was Beth’s reply. .“ I’d
better take my six-shooter, I suppose.
44

We’ll have to fight,
44 Moat likely,” replied the superintendent, coolly. “Keep this quiet.
I’ve got men on the lookout along the
line. Who’s your mate?”
“English Tom Atkins,” was the re’

them yet.”
was * rapidly recovering,
lent all the assistance he could; and then
“ Wa’al ?" drawled the other, coolly.
the dripping driver, quickly wringing
“ I’ll wovidqfo* Jiur family if you’re
the water from his clothes, said, when
hurt or shot; if not, I’ll reward you.’
you.”
his mate had told him what he had
steam ; bring back the specie
”

and

-

.

ready, and as noiselessly as possiblethe
great locomotive was brought out of the
shed, but tender first.
“Never nrind,” said Seth, when Tom
objected. 44 We oan; ran about as quick.
Now, are ye ready?”
The foreman came np at that moment
“If ye do«iooeed,” he said, “yourfortnnes are made. If yon fail I wouldn’t answer for your lives. Take my revolver, ”
he added, “and be off,”
Seth thanked him, adding gloomily,
“ If we fail, we’ll never come back alive.
For ns to be hoenssed with 4 bourbon
is disgrace enough.”
’

whistle , The foreman opened the
points and the engine sped away on the
!

storm.”
The remark was not uncalled for. The.
gleam of lightning every now and then
appeared tQ/est upon the steel handles
and glint along the rails. There was a
moaning sound in the air, a feeling of
oppression, while occasionallya heavy
plash of rain would drop upon the roof
of the “cab” in which the men journeyed.
a

They absolutelyflew along the track.
Over the apparently boundless prairie
the line was laid.. Not a station for
miles. A few watering-places at intervals alone- broke the level character of
the prospect when the fitfnl lio-htning

up the surroundings. Pitch dark

lit

overhead except when the flashes came ;
and tne only light below the rapidly
moving glare of the furnace fire on the
“road.”
“It’s
eleven,” said the driver.
“We ought to have pulled them up,
We’ve ran this thirty miles in the halfhour. There’s Buffalo creek,” he added,
as they skimmed past.
“Well, then, Dartford is only another
thirty, and the trestle siding on the top
of the cutting is only twenty-five.”
“We must pass them at the curve, below. Hallo ! look out, mind that hand-

pm

safe,

and we’ll

fix

Tom, who

done

-

v,

•

\

44 jQon’t breathe a syllable to. iportal
44 Good luck,” was the answer; 44 I’ll
man. I know Bob FraokUtfs engine is
not forget you. ”
Seth Martin turned away with a nod in steatn b^ now for the cross traffic.
of acknowledgment and diteSed his We-ll fire her up and: run jthem down.
steps to the shed where his engine was We may save the specie yet. Hnrry
4 4 standing pilot ”
This means that the down to the aignalrljQX jwihifcjl vget' out

engine had steam up (or was “in

theebgitffc.”

*

__

steam,” to speak technically)and was
Tom hastened away as desired, but
ready for any sudden emergency. The soon came back with the intelligence that
driver was just as well pleased to run a the box was empty and the wire cut.
couple of .hundred miles on a dark night,
“ We daresn’t say a word now,” said
even when the chance of being shot, as Seth. “What fools we were to take

_

.

v

At last two Fahrenheit* blew up
And killed two children email,
And one barometershot dead
A tutor with Ita ball.

]”

can,” exclaimed

Tom. “Go

ahead

Now

I”

44 Gently; mate, gently; let them get
on a bit.” He turned on steam, but ere
they had passed half the distance in the
direction Of the light a load crash was
heard, and amid screams of human agony
the Trestle bridge sank down — down
gently, slowly but surely to the stream
below. The- ponderous engine dipped
forward, gave one heavy roll, righted
again, and then, turning completely over,
fell with a thundering noise into the
canon belQjj*
‘ ' '
, The lights were suddenly extinguished
and the piercing screams of wounded
and scalded men arose, mingled with the
hissing steam and the dnll roar of thunder. The storm had burst. * *•"
“Caught ’in their own trap/’ erolaimed Seth. ‘‘Serves them right!
Poor critters,I’m kinder sorry, too.”
“ Let us help them,” cried Tom.
“Help! yes; let us ran onto Dartfojd and step the traffic; the specie is
due in ten minutes. ’[
“Cross that bridge?” exclaimedthe
fireman.
“Yes, sir, across that bridge. I’m agoin’ to try it,” replied Seth. “Will you
chance it?*’* “Yes,” was the brave answer; “it’s
kill or cure.”
“Here goes, then; shake hands. God
bless ye, mate; if we don’t meet again,
tell them I died at my post like a man.”
The driver and fireman clasped hands
in silence," and Seth turning on the full
pressure of steam, the engine gathered
itself up for its final race.
Not a sound escaped either of the
men. Side by side they stood. As
they approached they could see a fed
glare. The bridge had caught flte. As
they shot past, a form of two hurried
quickly out of sight— some of the desperate band now cowed and’ crashed.
In a moment more the bridge was in
full view. The cracklingtimbers of the
up line were all burning around the

ing

long the loouata

•

;

Three ne* hotels warped inside out—
The pumps could only wheete ;
And ripe old wine that twenty years
Had oobwebbed o’er in vain
Game spouting throughthe rotten corks
Like July’s best champagne.

—

”

all day

Among the leafless trees

The Worcester locomotive* did

;

Their tripe in half an hour :
The Lowell cars ran forty miles
Before 4hey checked their power ;
Boll brimetoce soon became a drug,
And looofocos fell.
All asked for loe, but everywhere
'

.......

’

Plump mMPOf mornings ordered tights,
nut ere the soorohlng noons,
Their candle molds had grown as loose
’

-

As Cossack pantaloons

!

The dogs ran mad— men could not try
If water they would choose ;
A horse fell dead— he only left ,
Four red-hot, rusty shoes 1
<

And all about the warehousesteps
Were angry men iu droves,
Crashing and splintering through the doors,
To smash the patent stoves 1 i t

PITH AND POINT.

,

The individualchiefly anxious to see
down is the school-boy.
A Poser.— If you gite your word to
anyone, how can yon possibly keep it ?
Don’t laugh too much; it’s only the
cog-wheel that can afford to show its
the rale laid

teeth.

Caution to
easier for a

man

Bachelors. — It is far
engaged than to he

to be

engaging.

The umbrella
David’s rain. It
as a parry-Saul.

was
was

invented during
successfully

used

1

'

44 Seeking the bubble fortune at the
canyon’s mouth ” is what they call goldhunting out West/'
1

When city inhabitants repay visits of
their country friends in the summer, it
is called

returning hoard.

I would not live alway, I care not
to stay, it costs too much for washing,
wearing three shirts a day.

Possibly truthful sign on a cheap
store:
“Don’t go anywhere else to be
emitted smoke «nd flame. As a flash of
robbed—
step right in here.”
lightning will in one brief second reveal
In the opinion of the Fulton Times,
all surrounding objects distinctly,so
the glare of the engine furnace lit up a patch on the seat of a boy’s trousers
the scene below. The engine dashed is 44 something new under the son.”
along— a roar, a creaking noise, the
The Trade-List calls Emperor Willlamp.”
flame leaped up beneath — and the dan- iam “ another of those hateful monopTom turned the slide and looked ger was over. The down line had not
olists. He is enjoying almost a comahtad. Seth shut off steam.
been undermined.
plete monopoly of the assassination
44 There they are ! Lucky we are runAs they slackened speed a long whistle business.”
ning tender foremost, or they would
was heard, and a dim speck was seen
The following order was recently left
have seen cur fire. We’ll wait on them
like a pin’s head on the line in front.
on the slate of a New Hampshire docgently till they get to the trestlecurve.
“There’s the specie, Tom. We’ve
Then we’ll 4 wire in ’ and drop them. done our duty. Run down easy and tor : 44 Doc, cum up to’ther house; the
old man has got snaix in his hutes agin,
Steady, mate !”
then see if we can’t help the unfortunate
The engine came silently to a stand- loafers under the bridge. It was a nar- an’ raisin kain.”
still. The gentle hiss of the steam, row squeak !”
A Virginia woman refuses to marry a
which was just raising th? valves, was
It was, indeed ! The specie train was bald-headed man, though he is a millionthe only audible sound. Broad flashes saved, though, and the filibusterstaken aire. She explained; “We’d have a
of sheet lightning lit up the heavy in the act. Three were drowned, and family fight some time, and he has no
masses of cloud, but no thunder fol- two more so terribly injured that they hair to catch hold of.”
lowed. Seth looked to his revolver.
died soon after from the effects. Seth
Tom fed the fire, and they waited ; it and Tom were rewarded, and the former The grasshopper has just crawled |
from his Western lair to feed upon the w
was their only chance— a surprise.
was subsequentlymade inspector, but luscious handiwork of nature, but he
For quite twenty minutes the men he and Tom often talk of that summer
finds the grass old, the leaves tough and
waited ; the engine in front had long night when they were so nearly killed
babies’ heels as hard as brick. His
ago disappeared. At last Seth said, while running pilot— Cassell'sMagaprime days have fled forever.— Detroit
“ Now, Tom, is our time ! I’ll ran them zine.
Free Press.
a race down to Dartford City, and, if I
get there first, there’ll be scalps to sell
• 44 What would you call a model SunA Maniac’s Crimea.
to-morrow. We’ll round that curve beday
school ?” asked the superintendent
People in the vicinity of Rhea Springs
fore they see us, and come in all flying.
were thrown into wild excitement Sun- of a malcontent pupil, who had threatAre you ready?”
day by the peculiarantics of a religions ened to leave. “Well, one where they
Tom signifiedhis consent, and away monomaniac named Collins. At 5 a. m. passed around apple pie every Sunday,
darted the ponderous engine across the he went inth the Methodist Church and and don’t have no lessons to learn.
boundless prairie at top speed. Onion! tore up all the books, as he said, “to get That’s the hair-pin of a school for me !”
never mind the rough track ; it’s death the devil out of them.” He then passed
“John,” said a poverty-strickenman
if you leave it ; it’s death, most likely, if
through and out of town, a distancj of to his son, 44 I’ve made my will to-day,”
you remain. There is one chance, and two miles. Concluding that the devil
“ Ah !” replied John, you were liberal
only one— if you reach Dartford City and
was in his clothing, and that Jesns had to me, no doubt.” 44 Yes John, I came
give the alarm !
commissionedhim to go into church as down handsome. I’ve willed you the
44 Press on, Seth, it’s nigh midnight.”
naked as he had come into the world, he whole country to make a living in, with
So whispered Tom, as the engine swung pulled off his clothing, and in a state of
the privilege of going elsewhereif yon
round the sharp curve. There, seem- nature started back on a dead ran, folcan do better.”
ingly motionless, was the other engine.
lowed by a constantly-increasing
multiA minister, going to visit one of his
Faster and faster rattled the pursuer. tude of people, who failed to overtake
They were seen at last. Tiie men were him. Passing through town, he finally sick parishioners, asked him how he
visible through the glass for an instant.
approached the church, then occupied rested during the night. 44 Oh, wonder44 Lie down !” roared Seth.
by a Sunday-school. A man at- onsly ill, sir,” he replied, “ for my eyes
Only jnst in time. Two bullets came attempted to stop him, and was knocked have not come together these three
crashing overhead; another hit the senseless by a stone. Another he felled nights. ” 44 What is the reason of that ?”
handle of the steam whistle and sent ont with his fist By this time a crowd had said the other. 44 Alas, sir,” said he,
a scream of defiance into the night. Seth
gathered about him, hut, owing to his “ because my nose was betwixt them.”
rose slowly, and, pistol in hand, watched
profuse perspiration, which made him as

mighty monster engine, which

still

'

•

foe.

44

“Them varmint tossed me inhere
ply. “He’s grit I”
“All right, then,’** said the chief. when I was half stupid, but the water
44 Now don’t drink; keeps full head of has done me good. Help me out, Tom,

Gracious heaven, and that engine

“That engine will be in the river in
most as quickly as they are here de- two minutes,” said Seth Martin.
scribed. In ten minutes the engine was
44 Oh ! hairy up and save them if we

ing yonder; they’ve found Seth, likely.”
>!y.”
But this p ortion of the gang of desperadoes had met their match in English the
Tom Atkins. For a moment or two he

moments’ sickness. Creeping along the
ground, for fie could not walk, he conceived the idea of following these men,
so he held the points open and sent the
“bravoes” away into the night on the
up line. He proposed to give the alarm
and follow (on the down metals) with a
superiorforce. But fate was drawing
the fugitives to destruction. The np
line was cut at the bridge.
“Lend a hand, mate, I’m drowndin’ !” This is what Tom heard as he
crawled rather than walked across the
metals to seek assistance.
“Seth— Seth Martin; what’s happened to yon?”

BY OLTTEB WXHDKLL HOLMES.

al-

At an artisticsupper, the other night,

•

He’s going to race ns, but he don’t

had been overcome by the drugged know the trick of firm’ 4 No. 200,’ Tom.
44 go
whisky, but a simple and very effective
We’ll pass him and then—”
remedy cured him at the cost of a few
Seth’s face, as he spoke and clutched

44 Now you must run pilot to the
specie train and see that the line’s clear
up ras far as Hartford City.^ Ye can
shunt at the Trestle-Bridge siding and
wait to pull the wagons up the Bunker
incline through the cutting. Once safe
"there ye can rattle along, and mind ye
ikeep a good lookout.”

maybe

made

“THE HOT 8BASOX.”

the special train !”
44

All these preparations were

have

:

tliis evening;

;

.

upon the floor.
He grumbleeIn his little
He grumbleson the stairs,
He grumblesall the way to church,
He k rumblesafter pr&rera; >
If

t

-

neighbor

wagon

If

1‘Fqr

J

.

He grumbles at the
r
When they knock upon his door.
He grumbles at the rent>dav

trust

him.”

A

StforToff, eh?”
replied Seth,
1 ‘ mil;, as I’d rather "drink than fight just
now, I’ll take your treat.” So the men
each took the proffered glass, but scarcely tasted it
and soon afterwards Seth,
fearing that some inkling of his intended
mission might leak out, beckoned to his
fireman to follow as soon as possible,
anct then left the saloon. Hc:lit a cigar,
climbed np into the 4 ‘cab” of his engine
(all American locomotives are protected
and closed in), and began to smoke.
He smoked in comfort for about half
an houf,J then he felt “ queer.” “ These
is stronger! cigars than usual,” he mattered, and he threw it from him. Bat
the oppressionon his braiij became
“Wtort’S-tlp,

(

we mnst

fit

*

-h

line/ '4,^,f

for the foreman;

down line'nf full pursuit of the desperawelcomed, for th ey were . favorites does to save the specie train if possible.
Many drinks were tendered for their ac
44 We’ve no head lamp !” • exclaimed
oeptance, and declined on various pleas, Tom, suddenly. ; ^
till at length one man declared the Brit“So much the better; we don’t want
ish^ wanted te
If on a free- to advertise ourselves to-night There’s
born pitizen. IJp^Jered Seth and Tom a flash of something ; guess we’ll

1

m

the

As soon qa the icngine driver and his
mkt6 were tecbgmzed they were warmly

He grumblesat his feet
When he buy* a pair of socks.
He grumblesat the summer
When the sun Is rather warm,
And fre grumbles at thn “-Winter"
Every time we have a storm. • ...... “

!

voice.

- After communicating wkh Amae ac
complice, this mysteribus individual Jett
the saloon and made his way toward the
signal box,- Midi stetoif some distance

•AtSSitota,

at

word

been, listening to their conversion,and
who noted their preparations.

And when the wind gently blows
>. He grumblesat the “ gale."

«

White them drinks ! Now, Tom, shove in some underneath the rails in the bridge, and,
wood while I oil the cranks. Ill leave you bet, they’re cutting the track for

Hallo !” came back in an unmistakable English
/
“Fire up a bit; we’re boun^ west;
specie pilot ; 10 o’clock. Reep it quiet ”
A man, unseen by the driver, put up
his head to listen. *
Seth was a man of action, and so was
his mate, Tom AtkinS. They looked to
the engine and thejrjrtfvolvera; put a
dozen baHridges in a tin can; filled a
similar can with some old Bourbon
whisky^ t ja talpocr dose by, whither
they were followed by the man who had
44

\

\

44

“Tom!”

«

r

itself.

his revolver, was sufficientto explain his

meaning without words.
On, on, speeding across

Now

the prairie

!

Seth was gaining,now the others
shot ahead. 44 More wood into the furnace ; pile it in, Tom,” cried Seth—
“ that’s it— now— ”
'

A

eel, it

Seth’s steady hand
glass of the other
engine and shattered the driving arm of
the man who held the regulator.
“Bully!” exclaimed the delighted
Seth. 44 Now for another log. The fire
was blown up, and like an arrow the engines flew along; but no more sjiots were
exchanged,for as they were running
neck and neck for one instant Seth per- American.
ceived a light on the line ahead, ana beIce-Water as a Fell Destroyer.
fore his companion was aware of his intention shut off the steam. The other
Now, no wise American thinks of sitengine fled away into the darkness, leav- ting on his doorstep in January drinking
ing Seth and Tom far behind.
iced lemonade, yet while he strives to
“What did you shutoff for?” cried take advantage of a fugitive breath of
Tom in amazement.
air in August. he does not hesitateto
““Look ahead and you’ll know,” was pour into him the oarbon which feeds
the grim reply.
heat, and whioh lurks in vast quantities
Tom looked ahead. A weird light was in brandy, whisky and the fiery train of
playing on the track, a halo of nnearthly spirits which he consumes. It is true
appearance. It shimmered and moved that he will nut a piece of ice in his glass,
about like a will-o’-the-wisp.It. was a bnt bis parched skin and swollen tongne
most ghastly white mist— a ghostly will remind him that bis liver and stomach resent his folly, no matter what his
watning.
44 What can it be ?” said Tom, bis su- gustatoryglands may think of it What,
perstitionsterrors being now excited. then, shall he drink in summer? Imprimis, water, if he likes it, plain, with
“What is it?” *
a piece of ice in it Bnt with water hd
44 It’s light, that’s all,” said Seth with
a fiendish grin. “I know it though; must be jnst as careful as though it were
I’ve seen it before. There’s somebody whisky.— BrooMyn Eagle.
bullet

from

was difficult to hold
him. Once secured and bound, he was
taken to jail at Washington. Monday
morning the jailer went in to feed him.
He seemed perfectly quiet and harmless. As the jailer passed inside the
cell door and turned to lock it, however,
Collins picked up a heavy board and
struck him on the back of the head,
knocking him do\ra, and then heating
his head into a jolly, • The jailer’s wife
subsequently came in to see what had
become of her Jiusband, but, raising her
dress to go up stairs,did not see Collins
until she got to the top. He was covered with blood from head to foot. Collins at once struck her a violent blow on
the head, knocking her head over heels
down the stairway. He rushed to the
cell containing his bloody victim and
looked himself in.— Nashville (Tenn.)
slipperyas an

passed through the

,

some one said that Miss Thompson’s
picture, “The Roll-Call,” clever as it
was, had been injudiciously praised.
Yes,” said a second person, 1 call it
‘The Buttered RoU.’” “And I,” said a

44

44

third,

44

4

The men who were mustered

after they’d been peppered.’”
’Tw now the happy harvest time
Comes to the little auts ;
’Us uowthe playful bumble-bee
i

Crawls up the small boy’s pants.
now the Jingling Ice-eresm man
Makes sultry households glad ;
’Tis now the festive yellow-jacket
Gats petulant and mad.
Tl* now the pert thermometer
Goes on Its annual tears ;
And sweetly the average citizen
: Gets on his ear and swears.
Orleans Times.
’Tis

—New

An old bachelor was rather taken
back a day or two ago, as follows:Picking up ft book, he exclaimed, upon seeing ft’1 wood-cut representing a man
kneeling at the feet of a woman. “Before I would ever kneel to a woman, I
would encircle my neck with a rope and
stretoh it.” And, then turning to a
young woman, he inquired : “Do you
not think it would be the best thing I
cotild do?” 4 It would, undoubtedly,
be the best for the woman,” was the sar,

4

castic

reply.

••!

flow doth the busy fly
Improve each day that

passes
bettering

Without, however,
The butter and molasses I
How clinging are bla feet
At morn when we’re reposing ;
How well hla mlaalon he lulfllls >
By keeping ua from dozing !
The devil ’e emissary he,
And zealous past comparing ;
While other* merely tempt ua, he
• Insistsupon our swearing.
Zip!

_

The grain area of

the South

is

said to

be larger than at any time since 1865.

*

SUMMER

house. On a certain evening,while
hewas at work at one of the instruments,
there were a couple of young bucks being entertained in the parlor by the
young ladies of the family, and one of
them, Whose wish may have been father
to the thought, spoke— just for the fun
of the thing, of course — at the instrument. The quiet old gentleman received at his end ot the wire this complimentary message: "Old Mr. Watkins, isn’t it most time you went to
bed?”
The young sauoe-boxin the parlor
nearly jumped from the floor at the reply that came back: "Yes, sir; and
quite time you went home, young
man ’’—-flayer’s Magazine Jor August.

HYtilENE.

the

The Treatment of Ch!ldren-SomeTalaable Hints and Sound Advice.
[From the Indianapolis Journal.]

Instead ot the usual sermon by the
pastor at Plymouth Church, last evening, a lecture oh “ Summer Hygiene”
was delivered by Dr. William B.
Fletcher. Hewas introduced in a few
well-chosen words hy Rev. Oscar C.
McCulloch, who expressed the opinion
that it was the business of the church to

mingle ministry and medicine, and announced that this lecture wasthe'flrst of
a series to be given at intervals on Sunday evenings upon similar subjects.
Dr. Fletcher said no one could appreciate more keenly than himself the novelty of the situation, and when first
asked to lecture in a church on Sunday
he was somewhat shocked, as he had
never been in a pulpit and rarely in a
pew. Perhaps the very fact of addressing a congregation in a close room on
such a hot evening was a violation of one
of the first laws of hygiene which he
would recommend ; but he would only
speak to them for about half an hour,
giving them the result of his study and

experience amongst children. Onefourth of the children born die under

I

f

“a

Ilhcu^FdAy^phos^

is

the greatest

and

best remedial agent known, it Is only befievedafter e
trial,and much valuable time Is lost before the sick ere
Induced to use It
We hereby assert that Fellows'Hypophosphltee is potent for good ; speedy,thorough ana permanent In onrUK disease ; agreeableto the palate,end never can do
injury when used as directed.

Baoww’a Browchui. Troches,for oonghs and on Ids
QTU N MN G O K F K R-N.V.fWoeklylpALLADiCM
kJ —40 columns. Subscription,
50 cents a year. 10
cents a month on trial _| Colleae Place. New York. __
BLACK JOE-Words and music for I Or,
post-paid. J. CHADHEY. Chatham Centre, N. Y.

An awful scene occurred after the recent race meeting at Beverley, near
Sheffield, England. Twenty men broke
open the bar in the grand stand and set
to work to drink up the large store of

_

wine contained therein. Eight of them
were found by the police in the morning
lying senseless on the scene of their
orgies. One was dead. Six more were
discovered stupefied in the neighboring
villages.

It snpplies the ^eoeassiy inured
blood, and in just proportions.

ta

lea

to renew the

HILLERS STRAUB MILL CO..

Cincinnati. 0.
to Agents canvoaatng tor toe F ireside Visitor.
dress

A DAY

For Palpitation, Feeble and IrregularAction.

.

.

The Stomach.

Dyspepsia,Indigestion, Chronic Diarrhea.

Retail price$8ri<
retail price _
i

Overtax of Mind, W^alfniMwof*Intellect through Grief
and Worry, Depressionof Spirits, Ao.

I

only
on!/

$05, Fiakos,

___
$510
$135. Great
KATTT, Washington , N.J
bargain*. BkaTTT

The I.unga and Throat.
Coughs, Colds, Congestion,Consumption. Bronchitis,
Asthma, Loss of Voice,Difficulty of Breathing.

1

NrPURE LUBRICATING CASTOR OIL

Is the best article known for. Reapers, Mowsrs. Threobjr*!.Carriage Axlw^Ac. ; also as an Oil for Harases

Nervous Debility,DiphtheretlcDebility,Fever Debility,
Climatic Debility, Fast Life Debility, and Debilityin
any organ dependent for health on muscular and nervous strength. 1
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CLOCKS
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SuperiorIn design. Not equaled
in quality,or as timekeepers.
Ask your Jeweler for them.
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pleasantest and airiest room in the
house, but this rule is very often neglected. Children require more than the
regular three meals a day, but good food
should be given as often as called for,;
and they will digest it if they are
healthy and have plenty of exercise.
The best way to develop a child in form
and muscle is to give it plenty of rest,
exerciseand good food at frequent intervals, never allow it to go with what
is called
an empty stomach.” The doctor concluded by advocating better sanitary laws, and a strict enforcementof
those we now have; also that a strict
register of births and deaths. should be
kept, and said the aim of all good physicians should be the prevention as well
as the cure of disease. He was disposed
to think the Chinese had’ the right idea
—they pay the doctor when they are
well, and he pays them when they are
‘ *

Rheumatism,General Debility and Sinking of

the Spirits. Send your name to F. E. Ixoallh,
Concord, N. H.. for a pamphlet containing a
list of testimonials of cures, etc.
The
is for sale by
druggistsat 60 ceuts and $1 per bottle.
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Perils of the Telephone.

The telephone may prove a dangerous
matter for some folks. One of our leading merchants,whose home is not a
thousand miles from Brooklyn, and who
occasionally luxuriates in his leisnre
hours in mechanicaland philosophical
experiments, put up the other day an
excellent telephone at his residence,
connecting the parlor with the rear of

lylnf

R»g.

Monk II. ' ^

THE ORIGINAL & ONLY GENUINE
“Vibrator” Threshers,

FOR $750

Made

OUR PROMISE.

by

only

In the manner that it oinght
checking each subsequent bane of the advei
rtUement, In each paper, in a book kept or that purpose,
se,a\
all times aubject to the impection of the advertiser, and
marking plainly in each paper the advertisement as it
appear*,so that when the advertisercomes (or sends>
for tho purpose of having the files examined,the eye
may light promptly upon bis announcement,without
the laitorot aeauiiinga whole neper or page.
If errors or omiiaima occur, it la our duly to notify
publishers,at our own expense for labor,postage or
meatenger, and to sen to it thnt the pebliiDerof the
paper actuallydoe* ronder the eptclflcd service for
which the advertiser contra cted.

to:

promile tboae advertisere
who Intruat their advertiling patronageto our management that we will not
allow them to lie charged, in any inatance,any morethon the publUhere* schedule ratea; that we will procure for them the acceptance of any advantageo
definitely made to them by eny newspaper
advertisingagent or canvasser of responalb
are unwillingto do work without a profit,
pro
and
fer to do so, yet, In oonfoimity with ti
the promise made
above, we sorottimeafind It adviaable.

And Steam Thresher Engines,

*

ment appears,when, and

We

WITH IMPROVED

NICHOLSj^SHEPARO & 00,,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

THE SYSTEM OF ARRANGEMENT FOR.
NKWHPAI^KR FILES.

discount. No extra charge for making and sending
onto.

For catalogueof papers and othor informationaddress
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10 Spruce Street, New York.
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Hakes no LUterinss

worth

or

Scatteringi.

will kill

*

more

RTEAM Power Threehere a
Q tpecialilw Separator mad. espreasiy

flies

than $io

Uuuuted liortePower* to match.
A

Specialty*

for

Steam Power.

Fly Paper.

AUR
Varivaled Steam Thresher J5nII gpiet, wllh Yalual.leImprovegMSitand tWettncllva
Fealsret,Jar beyond any otkar nske ot kind, I. L

No

IN Thoroay'i Workmanship, Elegant

worth of

-

k

dirt,

no trouble.

I Plnleh, Pa ritet n of Parta, CompUteBMaof l^uipmeat,
etc., our “ViB.AToa”TlireaherOutQta are IncouparebU,

Soldb/
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P

Evkry-

write

0.

N. 0.

to ui lor

llluatrend Circular,which
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whm*.
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we mah freu.
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plranc nay you
in rhiA men***- •

Botanic
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Part icalara, call ea ear Dealers

or

Druggists
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in a directory, or a
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book in a library catskigue.

THE AMOUNT OF MOREY TO BE EX-

»br advertiac n**n*

LADIES’ EXQUISITE

FENDED.
- Persona who havo had littleexperience a* advertiser*
often have a pretty clear understanding of what they
would like to do, but are entirely ignorant of tha probable coat.

C3LPr.iX.SIB 3L.IKrEKT

will

SUIfi!

positively 'cure chronic diarrhoea of long stand-

ing, also dysentery, cholera morbus, and
cholera, used internally. There is no remedy
known so valuablefor immediate nse as this
old life preserver.

We have made out for such a person a plgn of adJverotising calliuK for an invesUnnnt of $6,000, and on •ub*
i

dismayed
mlttingltfor approval,found our customerdlsms
___
at the insgnitadeof the expense, be nofr-tertngoontemplsted sn expenditure exceeolng $200 o* $800. In
each a case labor would have been saved if. at the eom• mencementof tbe negotiation,
the question had been
'neked: “ How much money are you prepared to devoMto this advertising f"

THE CONFIDBNCE:OF OUR PATRONS A»
* MATIEK OP PRIME IMPORTANCE.

j

It is a matter of prime Importance to us, lot Urn purpose of maintaining Onr (fiflnence with publishers, that
It eball come to be understood among them that onr
sUtementaabout tbe advertisingto be done.orhot tobe
fione, are to be relied uupn, and to tbia end one dealing
[(The engraving accompanyingthis edverfoement1» ’photographed from the suit, witlwniradvertising
patrons must be upon a basle of
uotpal confidenceand good faith. }
and is n correct
/ , •T5 f“ d~r

I

Retailed

single box of Parsons' Purgative
Pills taken one each night will make ffiowriew
rich blood than'ten dollars’ worth of any Kqhid
blood purifiernow known. These pilk will
change the blood in the entire system in t|iree
months taken one a night bp* •» ** !

at

Wholesale Prices
representation.)

Two-pleco Suit, $2.00. Three-pleoe Suit, $2.60, sent by mall, postage paid. Five or more sult^b^ ex^rkae, >
charges paid by ns. We are manufacturing Urge number* of thee* suite for tbs Sommer Trade, and have already
SERVICES.
SOLD THOUSANDS.They ore well made, and finely trimmed, in Brown or Blaok, Headed with white piping.
f [
a Place in Evebi
Bust measures from 28 to 42, and larger slzea made to order when desired, without extra charge. Owing to the
Whenever
we are doing tbe advertising fer any indiGrace’s Salve is how firmly establishedas- the
exorbitantchargesmade by dreesmaker* at the present time for making suite, the economyIn baying spjtf ready vidual, or firm, we conrider them entitled to our beet
best remedy in use for the immediate relief of made at such low figures li plainly seen. To Lxdiee acting p* Agents and sanding order*for ten saUt, we. wlll give services.If they suggest using a paper which we know
to be not tbe best for the purpose, we say to and give
Cute, Burns, Sprains, Wounds, Felons, Ulcers, ONR SUIT FEBR.
tbe reasons. We often expend e good deal of time for
very small advertisers, much more than the profita on
In sending orders, write yonr Naoxe, Poetoffioe, County and State vary plain, be! no mistake will occur. Send
etc. It shopM be kept in every, house.
their patronagewould warrant; but we are content,aa
money by BegisteiedLetter,Money Order or Bank Draft We guarantee aatisfootion in every case. Bach pur- they intrust to us what they have to dl*kune. and Influence In our direction the patronage of their friends and
chaser teantitled to Fo*tor*a New Pen and Sciaaor*. Addreea all order*to generaloffloe of ‘

Colic

and Spasms, taken Internally

OUR CUSTOMERS ENTITLED TO OUR
BEST

HkiLY.—

Worthy

phantasm (if we may so call it) until it
disappeared in space, always going in
What will you read when the eventhe same direction and moving in the ings grow long and cool ? Did yon ever read
same mfljoner. No one can account for The Best Family Paper in the United Stales V
Ifnot, Bend TxN Cehtb, and get three specithe mirajp, or illusion,except upon the
men copies.Address,The Ledger, Chicago,111.
uneven state of the atmospnere. Illusions of 4 different appearance have been
ThO Greatest Discoveryof the Ace is Dr.
seen at differenttimes, in the same viTobias' celebratedVenetian Liniment \ 80 years before
cinity, frighteningthe superstitiousand the public, and warranted to care Diarrhea,Dysentery,
laughed at by the skeptical.

------- .....

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,

For upwards of 30 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
with never-failingsuccess. It corrects acidity
of the stomach, relieves wind colic,regulates
the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhea,
whether arising from teething or other causes.
An old vid well- tried remedy. 25 cts,. a bottle.

One

—K. R. I.and Co..----02 Randolph
________

_

‘VIBRATOR**

Address

ia the only reliable Story Paper published in the West, and
is sold for half the price of Eastern papers of
the same kind. Three specimen copies sent to
any address for Ten Cents. Address, The
Ledoeb. Chicago, III

_

from Chicago
fami lots and on terms to snlt all classes.

Iowa

apply to

Me-licalDepartment of N. W. University.
2()th Anniiiil SesMion begins Oct. lst« 1878.
For information,or Announcement.
Dr. .1. 11. HOLLlKTKlt,
71 KniMlnlpli.Street. Clilnuio.III.

The Chicago Ledger

Johnson’s Anodyne, Liniment

In

$.s,

MEDICAL COLLEGE

ANTi-PaniobiD or Fe-

- *

IOWA

§

CHICAGO

Wh have a list of a thousand country
week litis,in whifth we can iuBert a one-inch advertiHement one year . for two dollars and a
quarter a paper, or for the same price we can
insert fifty-tworeading notioes (a new one
every week), averaging seven lines each. For
list of papers and ether particulars, address
Beajj* «fc Vostik, 10 Spruce street, New York.
,

An optical illusion or mirage was seen
by three or four farmers a few mileS from
Parkersburg, W. Va., a few days since,
the appearanceof which no one is able
philosophically to account for. The
facts are these: A gentleman,while
plowing in a field with several others,
about 7 p. m., happened to glance toward the sky, which was cloudless, and
saw, apparently,about half a mile off in
a westerly direction,an opaque substance, resembling a white horse, with
head, neck, limbs and tail clearly defined, swimming in the clear atmosphere. It appeared to be moving its
limbs as if engaged in swimining, moving its Head from side to side; always
ascending at an angle of about forty-five
degrees. He rubbed his -eyes to convince himself that he was not^dreammg,
and looked again; but there it was, still
apparentiy shimming and ascending in
ether. He called to the men about 100
yards off, and told th«q tp lopk iif),
tell him what they; fowj They -declat
they saw a Whitehorse swimming in
sky, and were badly frightened.Our
informant^ neither superstitious nor
nervous, sat down and watched the

_

NOVELTIES

*200s00Q Acres DDE WK*T

I

HEART REGULATOR

ver and Aoof. Tonic J-4-Wilhoft’a Tonic has establisheditselfas the'real infallible Chill cure.
It is universallyadmittedto be the only reliable and harmless Chill medicine now in use.
Its efficacy is confirmed by tbousiuds of certificatesof the very best people from all parts
of the country. It cures malarious diseases of
every type, from the shakiug agues of the
lakes and valleys to the raging fevers of the
torrid zone. Try it ! It has never been known
to fail. Wheelock, Finlay A Co., Proprietorn, New Orleans.
For bale by all Drdoqihts.

YAn

Illustrated
V/ULllu
VV

:

'

New York.
THE OBJECT OF OUR

digestion. There is no for iteelf a deserved reputationin the cure of
objection to vegetable diet for Heart-Disease.A well-known him in Manchester, N. H., say
We will Insert a onn-inch advertisement, thirteen
adults, but in the case of
We have fold In the Ust three months forty hollies of times. In one thousand American weekly newspapers.
children the same food acts as a poison. Dr. Dravet’ HKART REGULATOR. veryom that Advertisement may appear three months every week, or
boa used It sajs UUl a has proved satisfactory.
Probably the most important and useLittlefieldk Hati s.
every other week six months.
Among the many forms of Heart Disease are
ful thing that could be done would be
HALF INCH ....................FOR 8485
Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms at the
to go into the kitchen and teach mothers
FOUR LINKS ..................FOR 8880
Heart, Stoppage <?* the Action of the Hi art,
how to make children’s food. Sick Trembling all over and about the Heart, OssiTHREE LINKS ................FOR 8885
children should always be placed in the flcatioAor Bony Formation ot the Heart,
For cash payment entirely In advance, five per cent

_

St.

I

Jonebvill*,Mich.,Dec. 27, 1877.— Jfvm*.

capitalists of California

of

_

10 Spruce

NaKR MONEY, get ctroulais Day llros.
± $00 Automatic Incubator,Baltimore, Md.
lYTEW Information forYnunsMMisent free,
ll Address DB W. 11. MOSELKY^Spakta, Wis.

Co

of
Fbrrlrt : I
A full history of his great expeditionAcross Africa
two boxes of (trace'sSalve. I have and Down the i-'oiiiro. Splendidlyillustrated.Low
We undertake to maintain an establishedcredit with
had two r u have nsed them on an ulcer on my foot, and priced.The book tho public are eagtrly waiting for. For
it is ala:.::-,,well. Respectfullyyours, C.J. Van Ness. terms address HuouaRD Buoa.,SuLoSolle St. .Chicago. every newspaper, and to hav« at hand a schedule of
charge* for advertisingapace In it* coluu ns ; to be abk
to quote the ratee to an advertiserwho wishes one or
•ovemJ, nnd to procure the prompt Insertionof the a/ivertbcmi-nt without any extra charge for the servi re
Invested judiciously in RtooU (Options or Privlleffee), rendereii:which service conslste of quoting the price,
Is a sure road to rapid fortune. Full details and Official
printiiiK or writingse many duplloateeof the advertlaeStock Kxchsnge Reports fire. Addrtws T. POTTER ment as may t>e required:forwarding the copy foi InWIGHT A CO.. Banker", 36 Wal^ Street, New York.
rertlon at our own expense for postage or messenger
Surest Tranquilizer of the Nerves.
f|lT^ A Ci —Tho choicestIn the world— Importers’ service ; examining the popen to see that the advertieeThe surest tranquilizerof the nerves is a
i AJJ iVp# prices—lvirgo»t Company In Americamedicine which remedies their snpersenhitivestaple article— pleaseseverybody— Trade continually Increasing—
Agents wanted everytritore-hwljr
InduSeness by invigoratingthem. Over-tension of
Awarded hijhett prite at Centennial Exposition for
ment*— (lon’twastetlino*-eenri
fc>r ('iraular to
flit e chewing qualities and exedltnce and Luting charthe nerves always weakens them. What they
ROB’T
WELLS,
4 3 VeSejl SA. .N. Y..P. tt Boa 1287.
acter of sweetening and flavoring. The best tobacco
need, then, is a tonic, not a sedative. The
ever made. As our blue strip trade-mark Is closely
latter is only useful when there is intense
Imitatedon Inferiorgoods, ive that Jackson's Best is
$10 ?
on every pi
plug. Bold by all \ *ler*. Bend for sample,
mental excitement and an immediate necessity
, V*
free, to C. A. -Taoxsogk
Petersburg,
n"*1* on
exists for producingquietude of the brain.
Catalogue k
A X
application to
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters restores tranquillity
J. H. BUFFORD'8 SONS, Manufacturing
Publishers,
of the nerves by endowing them with the vigor
141 to 147 FranklinStreet, Boston, Mass.
Establishednearly fitly yttars.
requisite to bear, without being j&rred or dis-

Jhe

proper rest. It must be freed from the
regulationbandages which fashion has
bound about young Children. The custom of handing children about to be admired and petted prevents them from
having their proper rest At the age
of 1 year the child is ready almost at
the slightest provocation to become the
prey of disease. Instead of being supplied with the soft, pulpy, nutritious
turbed unhealthfully.the ordinaryimpressions
food for which the stomach is designed,
produced through the media af sight, hearing
it is often given starchy food, which en- and reflection.Nay, it does more than this—
genders disease. Another source of it enablesthem to sustain a degree of tension
disease is found in the custom of giving from mental application which they would bd
childrenevening rides over damp side- totally unable to endnre without its assistance.
Such, at least, is the irresistible conclusion to
walks, and when there is a great deal of
be drawn from the testimony of business and
miasma in the air. The plunging of profesionalm« n, litterateurs, clergymen, and
children into cold baths is one of the othera who have tested the fortifying and remost fruitful sources of cholera, in- parativeinfluence of this celebratedtonic and
flammation and intestinal disorders. nervine.
Dooley’sleast Powder.
The same causes result in the same effects with the children of rich and poor
This truly unrivaledbaking powder stands on
parents. It is not constant hot or cold its merits alone ; and because of its perfect puweather that cause i disease, but sudden rity and excellence, and from the fact that
every package is strictlyfull weight, the people
changes of twenty or thirty degrees of have adopted it in their households,and have
temperature when* children are unpro- the utmost cenfldenoein it. It always does the
tected and exposed are almost certain work effectually,goes much further in use, and
to produce the dreaded cholera in- makes better and more wholesome and nutritious biscuits, bread, rolls, muffins, cakes and
fantum, for the stomach of the child is
pastry than any other powder in the conutry.
almost like a sieve. Vegetable food almost always undergoes in the stomRial habit will win. and the merit of
ach of the child fermentationin- Dr. Graves’ HEABT REuULATOU has won

sick.

Geo.P. Rowell &

d

The Nerves and Binaries.

and Nethe age of 5 years, and to a great extent
vada
are investingmillions in the wonthis rate of mortality was due to mismanagement. A newly-born child is derfully nch mines of Arizona, while
very much like a leech ; it has a very Eastern capital is already seeking employ
good stomach and little else. A child ment in the same direction.
most have proper nutriment and

stead

He who aeeka a market for hit wane braatarfalae
statement!, to influencethe crednlttyof the infirm,
raises falsa hopes and fills his pane thereby, is e wretch
ed leper upon society ; his advertisementstend not only
to deceivethe sufferer and prolong his disease, but alto
to endanger life Itselfby crestingsuspicion against the

;

G. W.

275

to 88ft E.

Madison Bu Chlcngro,

HU

NEW

FOR
FOSTER'S
xi’i'E

acquaintance*.
Extract

AGENTS WANTED

and Croap, Chronic

month.Stnall "«lnry while learning.Situationfurnishcd-Addrets RValcntine, Manager, Janesville, Wlo.

dc CO.,

Or order throngh any Bank in Chicago.Branch 1814 Chany St, Kansas City, MsL

Rheumatism,Sore Thtoata, Cute, Bruises, Old Sores,
and Pains in the Limbo, -Baek and Chest, externally.
It has ns^er failed. No family will ever be wlthcfut
after once giving it a fair trial Price, 40 cento. DR.
TOBIAS' VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT,*n Pint
Bottles, at One Dollar, ia warranted superior .> any
other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Colic, CuU, Braises,
Old Sores, etc. Sold by all Druggists. Depot— 10 Park
Place. New York.

VOUNC MENJMmS1

FOSTER

,

,

from Se* York “Tfjfcs,"Jmm

14,

1876,

Ten real* ego Messrs. (Jeo; P. Bowell * Oo. established (heir advertising
sgenor in New YoiriiCity. Five
year* ago they absorbed tb* businesseon ducted by Mr.
Jobn Hooper, who wae the firstto go into this kind of
enterprise Now thry have tbwsatisfaetionof controlling the most extensive and complete advertisingconnection which has ever been secured, and one which)
would be hardly possible in any other country hut this.
They bat* suco-eded In working down a complex business Into so thoroughly e systematic method that no
change in tbe newspaper system of America can escape
notice, while the widest informationupon ell topics interesting to advertisers te placed readily af tbe disposal
of tbe
.
i

public.

.

Geo.P.Bowell&Co
ment

____
,W.
Mo.

^

Address general office of

Branch at Kansas City,

O.

875

db
to

285

OO.g

K.

MADI80N

NT..

CHICAGO.

10 Spruce St.
New York.

The Great English Itemed g

RADEKE & SON,

GRAY’S

Uilk, Cheese, Sugar.
BY

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

G.

ANDREW H. WARD.

-

The above three articles are of prime
necessity and are also products of agriculture. The first two are now produced
largely by cooperative effort among the
farmers;and the last can be as well, if
the cheese factories now organizedwould
add the requisite machinery for grating
and pressing the Sugar Beets. Such as
is now used for making cider and pans
such as are used for evaporatingSorghum

Wholesale Dealers

^^DEMAR|(,i0especially rcc TRADE MARK.

IJNT

unfailingcure for

ommended as

w-

—

ROOST & SON,

And

all klndv

_

of

Street,
fiat we will soon move to our own itore on Hirer
titreot, now being built. We have juc>t re-

sequenceon

TMa*. ni.Ui Abuse; as

Corner Ninth and River

Deiore

lanngof memory,

—

ALSO

—

Dry Goods,

Lager Beer.

Crockery,

& Feed.

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.
Etc., Etc.

Flour

raise the Sugar Beets, the pulp and leaves
of which are good for stock, particularly

Come and

patrons of the cheese factory

see for yourself,

Warehouse &

no

show goods.

trouble to

apparatus is but

the product large. It adds another
munerative crop
as all

the mineral elements are again

VAN PUTTEN

G.

re-

Holland, April

now grown; and,

to those

re-

&

SONS.

New

At the

crops is increased without any extra ex-

Hardware Store

pense, which enables the farmer to carry

-

more stock, and, consequently, increases
its

products.

-

OF

Apply to,
M. D.

HOWARD.

Will be foeed

Speaking of keeping hens in orchards,

»

fall

l*r|OMlortmont of now good.

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

we visited an orchard in

Com

which told us that before the fowls were

made

little or

Planters, Rakes, Hoes,
Also a completeBlock of

no

growth, and a correspondihg amount of
fruit was obtained. But what a change
w'as evident now. The grass was kept

V

General Hardware,

an appearance of

thrift, which

the most enthusiastichorticulturist coulc
not but admire

and envy. The growth

Together with a large assortment of COOK
SiONEb of the best manufacturers.

Johnston's

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to.

Sarsaparilla
reliable

tube the bent and most
iireparationnow prepared for

o

We

remarkably luxuriant. The fruit was
abundant, of large size, and free from
worms and other imperfections. This ex-

respectfullysolicit a share of your patronage.
Old metals taken In exchange.

cellence was accounted for by the proprie-

Holland, April

six feet

And

1877.

15,

Under

this

head we

for

offer a variety of

fowls or the orchard section seemed to
require.”

JOHNS TON &

TV.

wear) $3.75 to $10.00.

The

hens or turkeys are

IS

OUST

\

Harrington.

E. J.

hatched within ten days, when

the mother leaves the nest with her brood
she is perfectly free from nits or lice. It

convenient

same

at the

to

have two hens hatching

time, since,

if

accidents hapAll kinds of Ready

pen, the two broods may be united. A-

Made

Shirts-in-

I

gain, on the hatching day it frequently duding Fine White Shirts,from 85c to

n n n
/ / /

l>

NO.

better

chance. For when a hen

etc., etc.,

them

at the

warmth

less

too

1 can

U
The

will sell cheaper

*'“

make money

anything

faster at

work

—

*

—

for

than ever before at the

Hardware
— of —
J.

VAN

L

Store,

ANDEGEND.

27,

1878.

ll-4w

as than at

-i— j. ------...

start you.

GROCERIES.

plan of raising carrots with onions industrious
everywhere w wur* iur us. now is me time.
Coetly outfit and terms free. Address Truk & Co.,
who have adopted it, as the yield of Augusta, Maine.

is considered a great improvement by

many

I

Holland, April
1

little or

none the yield of on-

A complete stock of

M

Ore»tchance tomaxemoney. if

inches from centre to centre, dropping a

We

have a fine

spices, and

.

lot

of

seeds in each hill,

and from

ore polled, are thrown into every third

1119

or only yourspara
ne',d.D?1 b« »"ay from home over
do !t 5® w®u M oto®"* Full par
tlcnlars, directions and terms free. Elegant and
If yon want profitable work
ftii0Urvi

Red Anti on the Lawn.-To exterminate red ants on the lawn, the best

CS-#ddr9lf#t ooe®* u

be taken in Exchange for

to

in.

It will not hart

help

it

As

it

the

grass, but rather

will J>e

used

due and unpaid upon said mortgage

brta^ ,he covenants thereincontained, and as provided therein, the sum of two
hundred and flftv dollars,also an attorneyfee «,f
fifty dollars,provided for in said mortgage m of ten
as any proceedingsshould he taken to loredosJ
the same, and no stilt or proceeding having been Instituted either at law or In equity to recover the
same or any part thereof, and the same
now
due and unpaid; Now, therefore, notice Is hereby
given, thut by virtue of the power of sale in said
mortgage contained,and of the statute In inch
case made and p. ovlded.on Thmnday the 1 5th
at

the front door of

of Grand Haven In
Cntinty.at 1ft o’clock in the foren^n

F®“rt ,,on8e- In the

city

nf# n

lhe.lnwnfll,1P°f BJendon in the countv

more or

leps!<1’conUin,DS forty

acres, be the

Ham,

22-,3m.

IN THE

—

ynst_ published,anew edition of

FIRST WARD.
The undersigDcd announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses. Imnotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity.Impediments to Marriage, etc, ; also Consumption, Epll-

Sav5dancc Ac6*1

by B0,f',ndn,«enc® w sexual

ST
1

Jrice in sealed envelope, only six cents.
ho celebrated author, in this admirableEssay.

tom a thirty years’ succes’sdealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto ful practJce, that the alarming conseqnences of
aclf-abuse
may
be
rad
call y cured without the dan
all those who wish to favor them with part oftheit
trade.
gcrous use of internal medicineor the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at once
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate & simple, certain and effectual,by means of which
Son’s Hardware Store.
every sufferer,no matter what his condition raav
W. BUTKAU,
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and raitt-

„ ,
Holland. July

J.

VAN ZOEREN.

tally*

1878.

This Lecture should bo In the hands of
every youth and every

m
AM

14,

fCltariydfff0I,!l.ra.t?K’

FOR SALE.

authorisedto sell the Steam

terras.

Tug “Gem’

In

the land.

Inquire of

MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland.

man

Sent nnder seal, In a plain envelope, to any ad
dross, pwf./xilef,on receipt of six cents or tw o
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

Dll

Holland.Mich
41

Am

UWELLHng,,
8t.,

»4W Tort; Post Office Box.

1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878
Millinery

§

Fancy Dry

And

a

Goods,

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Hits,
Stand.*: Trimming*, Worried Oood. H.ta, Fe.lhers, Flower.,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Bilks and Shawls.

Cheap Cash Store of

A Handsome
E. J.

BOOKBINDING!

U a most deadly poison, no

more should be bought than

now

tb«jin»aiw)n
°,lhe

WM. LIECHJNER.

goods, at the

highest Market Price, at the

of water. Trace the ants

their nests and then pour the cyanide

$5 outfit free

Dated, Grand Haven, May 3rd, 1878.

C08tI nothing to

thing is cyanide of potassium, about one

ounce to a pint

n.

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

X?U

mIJSL

5-we?H ln ?.(,ur1own»o«

large var-

for the largest,

row, the carrots being left to mature.

22-3m

coffees and

we have among our

every town to Uke subscriptions
cheapest and ben Illustratedfamily
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
the 1st to the 12th of June planting the ptiblleatlonIn the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegantworks of an
carrot ated between these hills in two given free to subscribers.The price la so low pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
rows, then skipping one, and thus on. that almost everybodysubscribes.One agent re Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
ports making over $160 in a week. A lady agent
through the piece. The onions, as they reportstaking over 400 sobacriber*in ten days. including Corn and Tomatoes, eic.,
make money fast. Yon can devota

number of

ERICH.

Sg

all hours.

J

drills between 'T'HE East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 38. Situated New Orleans, Sugar ................. gCi
between J. O. Doesbnrg’sDrug Store, aud P. Extra C .............................
9Ci
every other row of onions, and the other,
* A. Steketee’s Genentl Store, on Eighth street.
H. DOESBURG.
which is considered an improvement, Inquire
A ................................... 10c.
Holland, April 7,
Granulated .......................... ..
called the Long Island plan, by planting

the onions in hills, from seven to eight

I

m.

Extra Lunches prepared at

on favorable

of1R77.

W

a.

Mortgage Sale.

nr

Groceries constant-

beat.

A

tfift

Free Lunch every Morning1.

on hand. Our stock of sugars cannot be

Fine Building Site For Sale.

ions. CarroU are planted in two ways;

one by sowing them in

o’clock

in the City.

carrots is thought to be clear gain, dimin-

ishing but

1

1

HENRY

The finest Restaurant nf

—

Etc., Etc.
Which

E. J. Habrington.

time they require most.

to

MEAT MARKET

Agricultural

Cheap Cash Store of

is afforded

Liquors.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

there Is

CANAL STREET,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Hardware,

finds chickens under her she sits higher

trom the eggs, and

68

would respectfullycall the attention of the public that I have on band a large stock of

Saltan Linen Collar

run some hazard of being crushed, if they with a patent duplex curve,
are kept for any prolonged time under the
numerous to mention, at the
mother; but the unhatched eggs also stand

and

Lunch from 10

!5®,

Implements,

who

Choice Stock of Cigars

day of August, 1878,

1)6

11

takes charge of the eggs alone. Not only
does this give security to the chicks,

the City.

Ubfr'C'

A.

Wm. LEICHNER

Stoves,

occurs that, to prevent the newly-born $1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel,Hickory and
chicks being crushed by egg that are beCheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest
hind time, it is desirable to give all that
lot of neckties and collars, includingthe
are batched to one ben, while the other

a far

AT

CO.

whn

Cheap Cash Store of

their bodies, every louse is killed,and, as

is

FT
-

DIR;
—

not easily earned In these tlmea, but
04,1
in three months by any
m||l ono of either box. in any part of the
. .w 1 c1oan,rJr
willing to work steadily
at the employment thut we furnish. $86 per week
in your own town. You need not be away from
home over night. You can give your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. We
nave agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
inif to try the business. Term- and $5 outfit free.
Address at once, H. Hallktt & Co., Portland,
33- ly
(J|

the sulphur to penetrate every part of

in

ALWAYS

large stock of Overall’s and

Jackets, at the

set.

AND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

Cross, Att'ys for Mortgagee. 18-13w

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

heat of the fowls causes the fumes of

all nits are

<fc

161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

tablespoonful of sulphur iu the

nest as soon as

No. 104 Monroe Street,

at one

children’s suits, all woo! $4 to

$10. Also a

Henry Weirich

LAGER BEER

Sold by all Druggists.

Boys and

ON DRAUGHT AT-

The Celebrated Cincinnati

Chemists <k Druggists,

(fine dress) $10.00 to $20.00.

Sttiiag Hens.

WEIRinw'H

the conditions

In

of n certainmortgage dated the 24th day of
May, 1875, made and executed by John M. Hickman and Hopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Victorine
E. Hickman, then all ol Ottawa County,Michigan,
and recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County, Michigan.July 27th, 1875, In I
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page 212, upon which

Preparedonly by

one to-another,as the condition of the

(common

“**

S'

VICTORINE E. HICKMAN. Mortnaqre.

Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable Remedies.

offered before in this city.

Put a

having been made

L7

Lowing

Purifying the Blood.

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

His orchard was divided into three sec- goods cheaper and better than ever was
tions, and the fowls were changed from
Gents’ suits

f&TS.

great care, from the best selected

picket fence

high kept them within bounds.

18.,

XORTBAGE SALE.
FVEFAULT

This preparationis compoundedwith

4-6m

Ready Made Clothing.

trouble with their roosting in the trees
a

DYSPEPSIA,

VANUERVEEN.

J.

who remarked that the “hens ate all
the worms and curculio in their reach,
even the canker-worm.” He found less
tor,

COMPLAINT

(LIVER

CALL

GIVE US A

P.

HARRINGTON.

o’clock in the afternoon at the front door of the
Court House of Ottawa County, In the City of
Grand Haven. Michigan. The premises t* be sold
being describedin said mortgage as follows, all
the following described piece or parcel of land situate, lying and being In the Counly of Ottawa and
8iate of Michigan and known and described as
follows,to-wit: the north half of the south-east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thirteen (13), in town seven (7) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and containingtwenty acres of land
according to the United States survey be the same
more or less.
Dated. JnneBth. 1878.

18

- --

of

the trees was most vigorous and the foliage

than he expected, and that

E. J.

I7th day of September, 1878,

down, the weeds were killed and the trees
presented

8tHoLLAwn. M.y

Cheap Cash Store of

The finest Saloon

Hay and Manure Forks,

fowls were kept, the owner o.

confined in it the trees

Coffins and Caskets always
on hand.

mortgage, and notes accompanying the same,
there is claimed to ho due at the date of this notice,
the sum of $391.60, and an attorneyfee of $10. Git
provided for in said mortgage,and no proceedings
at law or equity having been institutedto recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any part
thereof; No'ice is hereby oiten,that by virtue ofthe
power of sale in said mortgage contained,and of
the statute In such esse made aud provided,said
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much thereolas may be
necessary to satisfysaid mortgaged debt, the Interest thereon, said attorneyfee. and the costs and
expenses of said sale allowed bv law, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on Tuesday, the

the Poultry World says:

“Last

Setts.

Fair dealing can be relied on.

I

J.Vanderveen,

Hens in the Orchard.

and Parlor

Setts

40-ly

1

Bridgewater,Mass.

which

Bedroom

cement, always on hand at the

Addition $176 each. Lots 1, i, 3. 4, 5 A 6 in Block
25. as organized plat near the id. L. 8. depot at
each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $800 each.
Also fl lota West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above wll! he sold for a small payment down. Also
thefo! lowing Lotsn 10 n. 12. 13, and 14, In Block
K. Lots 2, 4. 5 tad 1 in Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

27, 1878.

turned to the soil, its capacity for larger

his profits from the sale of

Retail.

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

described Lota In the City of
Holland. I will sell at the following prices.

-o^-1

purchase. V

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

TnF»
A

littleand

where.

Sold In Holland by
Druggists every

FOR SALE.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

THE

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich,
Heber Walsh and by all

10

ty

5-tf

be relied upon.

the dairy interestin particular. The cost
of the necessary

No.

on

PRICESARELOW.

whole country and

benefit the

Uni-

‘"treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars in our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5, or will be
sent by mail on receipt of the money by addiess
Ing

GM/I/D HAVEN, MICH.

demand

and sugar principallyimported, if these

would

Office

WASHINGTON STREET.

interestswere united, as suggested above,
it

a

—

\

The Gray Medicine Co.,

would be bcnefltted pecuniarily,and, as
article of large export

||||,„||

«f Come and see the good* end eooertAin
> Islon, Premature Old Age, and many other
prices before you
eases that lend to Insanity. Consumption and
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule nre first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
over Indulgence. The Specific Medicine Is the re
suit of a 1 to study and many years of experience

milch cows, improving the quality as well
as increasing the quantity of the i^ilk pro-

—*

8ell<
LINE OF CARPETS. FROM
Loss
W A FULLCHEAPEST
After Taking.
_ TO THE BEST.

1

Groceries,

have purchased lower than ever

I

cheaper than ever before.

dls-

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Hats & (Japs,

those more costly. The farmers would

cheese is an

Which
will Hull

Smokers’ Fancy Articles. yersal Lassitude.Pain in the Back, Dimness

ceived a large new stock of

juice will answer the purpose as well as

duced. The

Can bo made by examining the large
now stock of

FURNITURE

ness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a

we rt"ope“e4

J.

uu

demiual Weak-

0

Money! Money!!

Specific Medicine

E? J«Wd

« “n*®*°n, he

has made arrange-

Harrington.

lot of

selection of

New

Style Ties, also a large

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon— -entirely

NOTICE,
WHFI!iE^8 W?f?’
my bed
and board withont Just cause, notice

new,

etc.

has left

up

at once, or if

lie kept in a

more

is

procured

it

should

corked bottle aud plainly la-

belled.— -[Tbrtmfo Gl'fa.

,

Of

a.

M0.KEO„K.S.pl.SI8vs.AeLOETIN«H-

is

*

hereby given that 1 shall not be responsiblefor
any debt* contractedby her from and after this

„

T _

Holland, June

20,

CHRISTIAN MILLER.
1878.

I.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

eighth street

HOEX.A.3Srr>,MICH

*

